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Foreword
In the aftermath of World War II, Raphael Lemkin, a Polish lawyer who lost 49 members of his family
in the Holocaust, could find no suitable language to describe the scale and scope of the crime perpetrated
against the Jews of Europe.
A word that conveyed the depth of the atrocity did not exist – so he created it. In 1944, Lemkin combined
the Greek prefix for “race” (génos), with the Latin suffix for “killing” (-cide) to coin the term “genocide,”
and with this, launched his quest to create an international legal framework to prevent and punish any
future attempt to destroy a group of people because of their national, ethnical, racial, or religious identity.
Lemkin’s tireless efforts following the Holocaust led, in 1948, to the adoption of the Convention on the
Prevention and Punishment of the Crime of Genocide by the United Nations General Assembly, a turning
point in world history. For the first time, nations of the world undertook to prevent and punish the crime
of genocide under international law. After the US Senate provided its advice and consent for ratification of the Convention in 1986, Elie Wiesel, the United States Holocaust Memorial Museum’s founding
chairman, said: “I know that a law on genocide will not stop future attempts to commit genocide. But at
least we, as a moral nation, whose memories are alive, have made this statement: We are against genocide, and we cannot tolerate a world in which genocide is being perpetrated.”
Today, 150 nations are parties to the Genocide Convention. 2018 marked the Convention’s 70th anniversary as well as the 30th anniversary of its ratification by the United States. To commemorate these
anniversaries, the Museum invited former Ambassador Todd Buchwald, its Tom A. Bernstein Genocide
Prevention Fellow, to explore how the US government has utilized the Convention, including how, when,
and why the US government has decided to say that genocide has been committed. It seeks to compile,
for the first time in one place, the many instances in which senior US government officials have publicly
invoked the term, as well as describing the behind-the-scenes decision-making process leading to its use
and the lessons to be learned from that process.
The word genocide has power. For groups who have faced eradication, naming their existential harm a
“genocide” serves as an important symbolic recognition of the inherent value the group itself brings to the
world. It recognizes their human dignity. It is also powerful as a legal matter: Under international law, the
Convention has a very particular definition that demands punishment for perpetrators of genocide and is
intended to deter would-be perpetrators.
Deciding when to invoke that word, with its attendant power, is complicated. It is particularly complicated
for a government – as opposed to a court of law – to determine when to use the word. This complexity
stems from the combination of legal and moral considerations that simultaneously inform the decision to
make a statement that genocide has been committed. In using the word “genocide,” the US government
at once expresses its legal conclusion about a set of facts and inevitably evokes the moral conclusion that,
in Wiesel’s words, “we are against genocide, and we cannot tolerate a world in which genocide is being
perpetrated.” In light of the difficulty of weighing these legal and moral considerations, this study aims to
be a resource for policy makers faced with the difficult task of evaluating, naming, and of course halting
or preventing this heinous crime.
This research also offers an important warning: calling or not calling a situation a genocide cannot be a
substitute for preventive and responsive action. Ultimately, this is the US Holocaust Memorial Museum’s
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central aim in commissioning this report: to prompt considered and concerted action in the face of mass
atrocities. When the risk of genocide arises or grave crimes are already underway, senior leaders in the
US government should consider a playbook of actions, including actions to amplify the voices of victims
and show solidarity with them; actions to protect at-risk communities; actions to address the context that
is driving mass atrocities; actions to deter potential perpetrators; and actions to facilitate accountability for
those responsible. This study highlights that there is always something more that we can collectively do to
prevent, respond to, and punish genocide and related mass atrocities.
We would like to thank all those who participated in this project. We thank our lead authors, Todd
Buchwald and Adam Keith, whose research, interviews, analysis, and observations have advanced our
collective efforts to make the prevention of genocide and related crimes against humanity a national and
international priority. We also thank Kate Cronin-Furman, who served as the research advisor for the
project. We particularly appreciate the guidance of our bipartisan advisory group, chaired by John Bellinger and Avril Haines, who together helped to inform, oversee, and assist this study. In addition to our
co-chairs, we are grateful to our advisory group, which included Antony Blinken, Lanny Breuer, Rosa
Brooks, William Burns, Nicholas Burns, Richard Fontaine, Rebecca Hamilton, Sarah Margon, Sarah
Mendelson, Anne Richard, David Scheffer, Leslie Vinjamuri, Jeremy Weinstein, Clint Williamson, and
Lee Feinstein, who is the chair of the Museum’s Committee on Conscience. We are also grateful to the
Museum staff who contributed to this project.

Anna Cave
Director, Ferencz International Justice Initiative
Simon-Skjodt Center for the Prevention of Genocide
March 2019
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Executive Summary
This report reviews the experience of the US government across recent decades in making decisions to
say—or not to say—that genocide has occurred in a country. It reviews the political, policy, and legal
difficulties that the US government has encountered in considering whether or not to do so. The report
goes on to describe the circumstances in which the US government has considered and made such statements, the objectives to which supporters of such statements have pointed as reasons for making such
statements, including to show solidarity with victims and to help mobilize a response to prevent further
atrocities, and concerns and criticisms that have been offered of pursuing such statements. It then offers a
series of recommendations aimed at helping US officials and congressional, civil society, and other advocates address future atrocity situations.
To address these issues, the authors reviewed the public record concerning US policy regarding large-scale
mass atrocities in recent decades, focusing on situations where available documents (including public
remarks, internal US government documents that have been publicly released, and other studies) provided
insight into whether and how the US government considered the applicability of the term “genocide.” The
authors also reviewed a handful of recent situations where statements about genocide appear not to have
been considered but arguably could have been. This research was supplemented by consultations with
more than 60 individuals who were personally involved in the relevant situations, focusing primarily, but
not exclusively, on former and current US government officials, as well as by reflections upon the authors’
experiences while working in the government on efforts to prevent and respond to genocide and other
mass atrocity crimes.
The first section of the report, together with the case studies that are appended to it, provides an overview
of the process used by the US government in determining whether genocide has occurred. While nothing
in the legal or policy frameworks concerning genocide actually requires the US government to make
public statements that genocide has occurred, it has done so on several occasions, including at least five
times (regarding atrocities in Bosnia, Rwanda, Iraq, Darfur, and ISIS-controlled areas, and perhaps also
Burundi) since the end of the Cold War. No formal US policy guides decisions on whether to pursue and
make such a statement, but a de facto process has emerged over time for gathering and evaluating information and presenting it for high-level decision-making.
The second and third sections of the report discuss the meaning of the word “genocide,” and the historical
and other connotations that give the word a special resonance, even relative to other mass atrocity crimes.
Public perception of the meaning of genocide frequently diverges from the definition that applies under
the 1948 Convention on the Prevention and Punishment of Genocide. Moreover, there are differences in
understandings about key elements of the treaty definition itself. Mass atrocities that do not fit within the
definition are all too easily—even if wrongly—seen as less grave, or less deserving of an international
response, thus creating incentives for advocates to focus on establishing that the crime is occurring even
when it may not be feasible to do so.
Perceptions that the 1948 Genocide Convention establishes international legal obligations for states to
take robust steps to prevent genocide (discussed in the fourth section of the report) can create further
pressure. While it has become more widely understood over time that the US government interprets
the Convention as not creating particular legal consequences for the United States in foreign countries,
acknowledgments that genocide has been committed can nonetheless underscore a moral responsibility to
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act. Indeed, the expectations associated with using the term have sometimes made US officials reluctant
to do so because of concerns about creating pressure to take actions that they do not want to take.
The fifth and sixth sections of the report set out overarching observations and a series of recommendations. The fifth section explores in greater detail the circumstances in which the US government has
considered and made genocide determinations, the reasons that have been advanced for doing so, and
concerns and criticism that have been expressed about the process. In practice, relatively few cases will
involve crimes that fit within the definition of genocide. It is thus important to be realistic about the
difficulties and risks of trying to show that genocide has occurred, and the limits of the impact such a
statement can have—but some degree of impact is possible, both in helping mobilize a response and
acknowledging the suffering of victims.
The recommendations in the sixth section are aimed at making US genocide determinations more effective, but also at reducing the need for them. A core premise of these recommendations is that action to
prevent or stop genocide and other mass atrocities is of higher importance than naming the crime. Such
action should be dependent on assessments of the risk of such atrocities occurring, and policy makers
should give greater emphasis to responding to such risks before the atrocities occur. In any event, the
authors believe that strong US and international responses should not be limited solely to those mass
atrocities that fall within the legal definition of genocide, but should apply to other mass atrocities as
well; that the US government should underscore that its moral commitment to preventing mass atrocities
includes those that fall outside the Genocide Convention; and that the US government and other advocates should take concrete steps to educate the public about how other mass atrocity crimes should not be
considered less grave or less deserving of an international response than genocide.
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List of Acronyms
CIA

Central Intelligence Agency

HRW

Human Rights Watch

ICC

International Criminal Court

ICJ

International Court of Justice

ICTR

International Criminal Tribunal for Rwanda

ICTY

International Criminal Tribunal for the Former Yugoslavia

ISIS

The Islamic State of Iraq and Syria (also known as ISIL or Daesh)

NATO

North Atlantic Treaty Organization

NSC

National Security Council

UN

United Nations
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Introduction

In early May 1994, as Hutu militias began to overcome local resistance in areas of Rwanda that had not
yet been reached by their campaign of slaughter, a subcommittee of the US House of Representatives
held a public hearing on the crisis. To that point, the international community had been overwhelmingly
passive in its response to the killings. Rather than reinforcing or adapting the peacekeeping mission that
was in place to monitor the implementation of a power-sharing agreement, the United Nations (UN) Security Council—with active support from the US, Belgian, and other governments—withdrew 90 percent of
the mission’s troops as the killings continued unchecked.
The issue of how to characterize the unfolding violence in the language of law was hardly at the top of the
policy agenda. Nonetheless, the careful avoidance of the word “genocide” that characterized government
and international statements about the crisis—including a Security Council statement that recited the legal
definition of the crime without naming it—seemed both to reflect and enable the desire of many governments to avoid taking responsibility for responding.
Alison Des Forges, a historian of central Africa and at the time a board member of Human Rights Watch’s
Africa division, was one of the witnesses invited to testify at the House subcommittee hearing. In her
remarks, which focused on a variety of steps the United States and others could take to halt the continued
slaughter, Des Forges also addressed the question of genocide. “I am a pragmatist at this point,” she said.
“If it is a choice between saying the word or saving lives, I am for saving lives. Let’s not deal with the
word if the word is troublesome. But let us remember the moral obligation that is incumbent upon us
because of what is happening, and it is genocide.”1
Des Forges’s comment captured a tension that has arisen as a secondary but persistent theme across a
number of the atrocities that the United States has confronted since the end of the Cold War. On one hand,
describing a crime is clearly of secondary importance to taking action to stop the crime. On the other
hand, in a world where action to prevent or respond to genocide is difficult to mobilize, activists and
governments alike have seen both intrinsic and pragmatic value in calling genocide by its name—a name
that evokes the awful intent behind the crime, and that makes a connection between the solemn commitments of the past and a new atrocity unfolding before the world’s eyes.
The United States eventually affirmed that genocide had occurred in Rwanda. In the nearly 25 years that
have passed since then, the issue of whether genocide was occurring has arisen in a number of other
cases—many of which were very different from Rwanda, raising different issues and posing different
challenges. A number of observers—including Samantha Power, whose accounts of the US government’s
responses to genocide did more than any other reporting to shine a critical spotlight on the awkward
avoidance of the term “genocide”—have cautioned against focusing on the word during a crisis. The
term’s legal elements are notoriously difficult to prove, especially while crimes are occurring, and its definition contains gaps that are capable of omitting some of history’s greatest atrocities, making it less than
ideal as a tool for activating response.
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Against this backdrop, this report takes a cross-cutting look at how the US government has decided to
make, or not to make, statements that genocide had occurred—and makes recommendations about how to
approach the issue in the future. This analysis is not a substitute for a broader atrocity prevention agenda,
but rather an attempt to shine light on a particular aspect of this challenge. As mass atrocities continue to
occur around the world, this report is meant to help ensure that advocates inside and outside of government have greater insight into the potential and the limitations of the language and laws surrounding
genocide, as they attempt to shape a more effective policy response to mass killing.
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Section 1 - Overview of US Practice and Process in Determining
Whether Genocide Has Occurred

In at least five situations since the end of the Cold War, the US government has concluded and stated that
genocide has occurred. This section of the report discusses those situations as well as others in which such
statements were considered, and the de facto process that has emerged over the last 25 years within the
State Department for deciding whether to make such statements. The word “process” is used guardedly;
the process is neither written down nor applied uniformly, there has been no formal decision to adopt a
process as a matter of policy, and there are no specified standards governing the facts or circumstances
that set it in motion. Information about the process is limited by the fact that only some of the relevant
memoranda and supporting information have been publicly released.

When Have Such Decisions Been Made?
Since the end of the Cold War, the State Department has made statements that genocide has occurred
regarding at least five distinct situations: Bosnia (1993), Rwanda (1994), Iraq (1995), Darfur (2004), and
areas under the control of ISIS (2016 and 2017). As discussed below, State Department records suggest
that a finding of genocide was also made regarding the situation in Burundi in the mid-1990s, although
we could not confirm that through our own research. In at least two other cases—regarding Sudan’s “Two
Areas” in 2013 and Burma in 2018—the process of exploring whether genocide had occurred appears to
have been initiated but as of this writing did not lead to a public statement.
US officials also referred to some abuses as genocide during the Cold War itself, including atrocities
that occurred in Cambodia, Nicaragua, the Soviet Union, and Armenian-populated areas of the Ottoman
Empire. It is not clear, however, that these statements emerged from the kind of analytical or decision-making process that developed in more recent decades, and we thus focus on the post-Cold War situations as a distinct phase. Moreover, in a number of instances in which atrocities were being committed
on a massive scale, seemingly targeted against groups that would be covered by the Genocide Convention, no serious analysis was initiated to consider whether the crimes constituted genocide, let alone
whether a public statement should be made.

The Nature of the Process
No formal policy exists or has existed to guide how or when the US
government decides whether genocide has occurred and whether to
state its conclusion publicly. Nevertheless, two publicly available
documents shed considerable light on how such decisions have been
made. The first is a decision memorandum from State Department

No formal policy exists or has existed to
guide how or when the US government
decides whether genocide has occurred
and whether to state its conclusion
publicly.
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bureaus to Secretary of State Warren Christopher in May 1994 pursuant to which the Secretary authorized
US officials to state that “acts of genocide” had occurred in Rwanda. This appears to be the only publicly
released written memorandum that actually embodies the decision-making process—i.e., that is the actual
vehicle for recommending that the secretary make such a decision. In this particular case, the memorandum was not styled as a recommendation that the secretary make a “finding” or “determination,” but
simply that he authorize department officials to make public statements regarding genocide in Rwanda.
The memorandum was accompanied by supporting factual and legal analyses from the State Department’s
Bureau of Intelligence and Research and Office of the Legal Adviser, respectively.2
The second document is an “information memorandum” from June 2004 that was prepared by State
Department bureaus in the lead-up to the eventual decision by Secretary Colin Powell in 2004 that
genocide had occurred in Darfur. The information it provided was generic—that is, the memorandum
provided a general overview of genocide and the legal and practical consequences of a determination that
genocide had occurred, but it did not evaluate the situation in Darfur and did not make a recommendation
for a decision of any kind. The memorandum did, however, contain a section describing how such decisions had been made in past cases, and it states that, as of 2004, the State Department had in recent years
concluded that genocide had occurred in four countries: Cambodia, Bosnia, Rwanda, and Burundi. (It is
unclear why the memorandum did not mention the 1995 Iraq determination.)3
As described and demonstrated in these documents (and as further illustrated in the case studies contained
in the appendix), US decisions to state that genocide has occurred have typically been made by the
secretary of state. The decisions have been based on information about the acts of violence occurring in
the relevant country as developed, marshaled, and analyzed by State Department policy bureaus, together
with the department’s Bureau for Intelligence and Research and Office of the Legal Adviser. Publicly
available documents and the case studies suggest that the process has typically not involved a significant
amount of legal or policy coordination with other US government agencies.4
Even in the case of Rwanda, where
roughly six weeks elapsed between
the onset of the 1994 killings and a US
acknowledgment of genocide, US officials
have stated that the process was far
longer than any analytical uncertainty
would have justified.

In most cases, the analytical and policy deliberations took months—
arguably 5 months in the case of Darfur and as many as 16 months
in the case of ISIS—between the first internal discussions of whether
genocide was occurring and a decision to state that it was. Even in the
case of Rwanda, where roughly six weeks elapsed between the onset of
the 1994 killings and a US acknowledgment of genocide, US officials
have stated that the process was far longer than any analytical uncertainty would have justified.5

In certain recent cases, the State Department has supplemented the information available to it with reports
from a group of investigators that it has commissioned (called an “Atrocities Documentation Team” in
the 2004 Darfur context), usually to conduct a statistically rigorous series of interviews with displaced
victims of the crimes being researched.6 State Department officials had also conducted interviews with such
displaced victims that informed atrocity-crime assessments in earlier contexts, such as near Kosovo in early
1999, but the Darfur investigation was more formal, extensive, and rigorous, and subsequent US efforts in
Sudan’s so-called “Two Areas” regions and in Burma appear in turn to have been patterned after it.
These documents and other sources provide much less of a basis for understanding how the process is
initiated. For example, they do not make clear why the specific countries were chosen for consideration or
whether there were other situations in which the process was applied but did not lead to a decision to say
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that genocide occurred. They also do not make clear what prompted the relevant bureaus to begin gathering information and evaluating it against the Genocide Convention in the first place. That said, the case
studies in the appendix suggest that a number of factors—including the apparent gravity of the crimes, the
decisions of advocates to press or not to press for a genocide statement, and the assessment of high-level
officials of how a genocide statement would affect other US policy interests—played an important role in
accounting for whether the process was set in motion.
The specific statements that have emerged from the decision-making process have varied in their formulation, ranging from the carefully parsed statements that “acts of genocide” had occurred in Bosnia and
Rwanda to Secretary Powell’s more expansive statement that “genocide has been committed . . . [and]
may still be occurring” in Darfur, and identifying the Government of Sudan and Jinjaweit militias as
bearing responsibility. Similarly, the decision itself has been framed in different ways—the 2004 memorandum referred to the secretary making “findings” or “determinations” that genocide was taking place,
while the Rwanda memorandum, for example, framed the issue as whether to authorize US officials to
make or agree to certain statements that genocide had occurred. The substance of the underlying analysis,
however, has generally focused on the same question: whether the facts support a conclusion that some or
all atrocities within the country fall within the definition of “genocide,” set out in the 1948 Convention for
the Prevention and Punishment of the Crime of Genocide.
There is typically significant congressional and public interest as these decisions are being considered,
and the process appears seldom to have been completed without its existence or some of its elements
being aired publicly, whether through leaks or in response to press and congressional inquiries. The
process is undertaken against the background of a general view that the answer to the question whether
genocide has occurred is of significant importance, though there are different perspectives about the
reasons why it is important.
To be sure, genocide is not the only atrocity crime about which the United States has made pronouncements.7 The US government has on various occasions made statements that crimes against humanity,8 war
crimes,9 or ethnic cleansing (even though that is not a legally defined term)10 have occurred but, at least
typically, such statements have not been preceded by the kind of elaborate and lengthy analytical process
associated with genocide. For example, there appears to have been no such process before Secretary
Lawrence Eagleburger “named names” regarding the perpetrators of crimes against humanity in Bosnia
in December 1992, and the process for deciding on State Department statements about the commission of
ethnic cleansing in Darfur and Kosovo was resolved in days. The absence of a more protracted process at
least in part reflected an implicit understanding that the elements of these other crimes were not as difficult to establish as the elements of genocide—particularly the element of genocidal intent. More recently,
however, there has been a tendency to borrow from the genocide practice in deciding whether to make
pronouncements about these other crimes, such as in connection with a statement that Secretary of State
Rex Tillerson made August 2017 about ethnic cleansing of Rohingya Muslims in Burma.11

Cold War and Historical Cases
There were of course numerous situations before Bosnia and Rwanda in which the genocide issue was
discussed, even if not always prominently or in strictly legal terms, and even before the United States
became a party to the Genocide Convention in 1988. Publicly available documents suggest that the issue
UNITED STATES HOLOCAUST MEMORIAL MUSEUM
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was discussed within the Executive branch in connection with Biafra (from 1967 to 1970), Bangladesh
(in 1971), Burundi (1972), Nicaragua (1982), Guatemala (1982), the former Soviet Union (throughout the
period and with reference to historical crimes as well), Iraq (1988), and Cambodia (from the late 1970s
through 1989), as well as regarding historical Ottoman-era atrocities against Armenians. The Burundi
case is in some ways the most interesting as it involves President Nixon—responding personally, in a long
hand-written note, to an information memorandum from then National Security Adviser Kissinger that
described the massive Tutsi-led attacks against a majority Hutu population as genocide—characterizing
the passive State Department reaction to the atrocities as “one of the most cynical, callous reactions of a
great government to a terrible human tragedy I have ever seen.”12
Throughout the Cold War period, there are few indications—at least in publicly available records—of
extensive legal and factual analysis of whether the atrocities fell within the legal definition of genocide,
and bureaucratic “oversight” of use of the term seems to have been limited. As the case studies show, for
most of this period, those advocating for a stronger US government response to unfolding atrocities rarely
pressed for public acknowledgments that genocide had occurred as a means to pressure the US government to take stronger actions.
This began to change toward the end of this period, as we can see in
connection with the situations in Iraq and Cambodia. In Iraq, following
the government’s methodically brutal attacks against the country’s rural
Kurdish population, Senate Foreign Relations Committee staff and
human rights advocates worked to expose the Iraqi atrocities against the
Kurds. Major newspaper columnists began to echo earlier statements by
Kurdish officials that the attacks amounted to genocide, and members
of Congress made similar charges.13 Senator Claiborne Pell introduced
legislation—“the Prevention of Genocide Act”—which included a
finding that “Iraq’s campaign against the Kurdish people appears to
constitute an act of genocide” and required the president to certify that
“Iraq is not committing genocide against the Kurdish population of Iraq” before the executive branch
could lift a series of sanctions that the bill would have imposed.14

[F]or most of [the Cold War] period,
those advocating for a stronger US
government response to unfolding
atrocities rarely pressed for public
acknowledgments that genocide had
occurred as a means to pressure the
US government to take stronger actions.
This began to change toward the end of
the period.

In Cambodia, charges of genocide against the Khmer Rouge had long been made about the atrocities they
committed, notwithstanding doubts about whether the atrocities had been directed “only” against political
and social groups, and not the kind of groups—“national, ethnical, racial, or religious”—that are protected
under the Convention.15 In the late 1980s, however—after it had become more clear that at least some of
the atrocities had been directed against groups such as the ethnic Vietnamese and Cham that did indeed fit
within the Convention’s definition16—key members of Congress called for a public acknowledgment of
Khmer Rouge responsibility for genocide as part of their efforts to press the State Department to exclude
the Khmer Rouge from any role in a transitional government.
There was at least one prominent case—involving the Ottoman-era atrocities against Armenians—in
which the US government faced intense pressure to characterize historical abuses as genocide. The issue
of the Armenian genocide has of course been highly politically charged, including to the present day,
amidst US government concerns about the potential effect of doing so on relations with Turkey. Interestingly, there have been at least some Executive branch statements—early on, before the issue became
so politically charged—that characterized the atrocities as genocide. For many years since, however, the
Executive branch has sought to insulate itself from pressures to pronounce on—or even officially study—
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the issue, largely by appealing to the idea that historic cases should be left “in the hands of scholars and
historians.”17
See pages 33-42 of the Appendix for more detailed discussion of these situations.

Bosnia, Rwanda, and the 1990s
The Bosnia and Rwanda experiences are the clear antecedents of the process now used for making
decisions about whether to say that genocide has been committed, and are remembered for the resistance
shown by senior State Department leadership to embracing such conclusions. In Bosnia, the question
of whether the US government should state that Serb forces were responsible for genocide was part of
a much larger question about the extent to which the US government should assume responsibility for
dealing with the ongoing war in the country. For their part, numerous lower level State Department officials pressed for official recognition of the atrocities as genocide as part of a broader push by individuals
inside and outside the US government for a more assertive US role, focused especially on action to lift
(or disregard) the arms embargo that the U.N. Security Council had imposed on former Yugoslavia, or to
undertake airstrikes aimed at preventing further atrocities.
For their part, senior officials did not see solving the crisis as a US vital interest, considered that the
Europeans should accept primary responsibility for dealing with the issue, believed that characterizing
the atrocities as genocide would trigger pressure on the US government to take actions that it was not
prepared to take.18 The Clinton Administration eventually settled on formulations—like saying that “acts
of genocide” as opposed to “genocide” had occurred—that left a lasting impression that Executive branch
pronouncements on these issues should be treated with skepticism and are widely seen as having been
used in order to avoid the responsibility that might attach in situations involving genocide. That impression was cemented when the same “acts of genocide” formulation was used to describe the atrocities the
next year in Rwanda—an extreme case in which there was no real doubt that genocide had been perpetrated. Under pressure, the United States ultimately made an un-caveated statement that genocide had
occurred, though skepticism generated by the earlier statements would endure.
There were other cases in the 1990s that are not as well known. In Iraq, the administration in 1995
embraced the conclusion that Iraq’s atrocities against the Kurds constituted genocide. It did so in support
of an effort to find and encourage a group of countries to bring a case against Iraq under the Genocide
Convention to the International Court of Justice (ICJ). Significant attention appears to have been given
to whether the Iraqi crimes in fact constituted genocide, but the conclusion was not widely publicized,
as it was thought that a visible US role would undermine the ICJ effort by politicizing the issue. Because
of this, there was an effort—which ultimately failed—to find a geographically diverse group of small,
less-politically involved countries to join together to bring the case. In Burundi, where a UN Commission of Inquiry had concluded that there had been acts of genocide against the Tutsi minority in 1993,19
the United States proceeded cautiously, but at least two senior US officials described events in Burundi
as genocide in public comments20 as the United States increased its level of involvement to prevent
simmering ethnic violence from exploding.
The 1999 crisis in Kosovo represents a different way of dealing with the genocide issue—one that should
be given significant consideration as the US government faces new cases in the future. US officials made
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statements acknowledging that “indicators of genocide” were present, thus quickly acknowledging a risk
that genocide would occur while avoiding legalistic debates about whether each of the elements necessary
to demonstrate that genocide had been committed could be demonstrated in the fog of war. The fact that
the United States response in Kosovo was robust—leading to a large-scale NATO air campaign to stop
the atrocities—undoubtedly increased the political space for such an approach, as advocates for a strong
response had less need to persuade the Executive branch to pronounce on the issue as a means to create
pressure for it to respond to the crisis.
See pages 42-58 of the Appendix for more detailed discussion of these situations.

Darfur and Thereafter
The Darfur experience was a watershed—a situation in which a structured and deliberate process, aimed
at mobilizing other governments to help prevent atrocities, led to a high-profile, high-level US announcement that a government was responsible for genocide. Unlike the Bosnia and Rwanda cases, the administration was not in the posture of resisting a conclusion that it thought would generate political pressure
to take actions that it did not want to take. With recent history clearly in mind—President Bush had
famously scribbled “not on my watch” in the margins of a memorandum about the Clinton Administration’s response in Rwanda21—Secretary of State Powell signaled that he was prepared to state that the
atrocities constituted genocide so long as there was a proper process to consider the issue and the conclusion was established factually. The State Department created and deployed a team of investigators—
called an Atrocity Documentation Team—to research the situation and conduct interviews of refugees on
the other side of the border in Chad, and Powell acknowledged publicly that Administration lawyers and
policy makers were reviewing the issue. When he finally announced his conclusion in testimony before
the Senate Foreign Relations Committee, Powell not only said that genocide had occurred, but also specified who—the Government of Sudan and Jinjaweit militias—were responsible.
Secretary of State Powell signaled
that he was prepared to state that
the atrocities constituted genocide so
long as there was a proper process to
consider the issue and the conclusion
was established factually.

Similar efforts to conduct interviews and develop facts about ongoing
mass atrocities were undertaken in connection with Sudan’s “Two
Areas” (around 2012) and Burma (in 2018). In both cases, the State
Department conducted an investigation and documentation effort
regarding abuses committed against civilians, with the understanding
that the results might lead to a US government statement that genocide had been committed even if the efforts did not, at least as of this
writing, lead to the making of such a statement.

A somewhat different process was used in 2016 in connection with Secretary Kerry’s statement that the
so-called Islamic State was responsible for genocide in areas under its control. There was no Atrocity
Documentation Team as such, but State Department officers combed through extensive open-source information—ISIS has been notoriously (indeed horrifically) open about its intentions and goals—as well as
intelligence. The ISIS situation became politically more fraught, however, as strong concerns were raised
about a number of related issues, including whether an eventual US statement would only address genocide against the Yezidi minority in northern Iraq—about whom ISIS had made its genocidal intent particularly explicit—or would also cover Christians and other groups. In the end, Secretary Kerry’s statement,
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and a similar statement the following year by Secretary Tillerson, covered Christian and other groups as
well.
In other situations, potential advocates within the State Department considered but decided at an earlier
stage not to pursue efforts to develop the information that would be needed to make a genocide determination. For example, the possibility of undertaking a legal analysis of the ethnically or religiously targeted
atrocity crimes being committed in South Sudan or the Central African Republic from 2013 on was
reportedly discussed at the staff level, though in the face of practical concerns—e.g., questions about the
likelihood that they would be able to develop sufficient evidence or tactical judgments that it was better
to concentrate resources and attention on other aspects of the response to the crisis—it does not appear to
have been seriously pursued in either case.
See pages 59-72 of the Appendix for more detailed discussion of these situations.
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Section 2 - What Does the Word “Genocide” Actually Mean?

What does it mean to say that genocide has been committed?
The answer to this seemingly simple question can be enormously complex. There is a definition of the
crime in the 1948 Genocide Convention, but public perceptions of the term are based on more subjective
factors than the treaty definition, and there are significant differences of views about how the terms of the
Convention itself should be interpreted and applied. The very different perceptions of what constitutes
genocide can significantly complicate US government efforts to assess whether genocide has occurred and
to explain its conclusions publicly.

Public Perceptions of the Word “Genocide”
The word “genocide” was coined by Raphael Lemkin, the man whose well-documented and tireless
efforts led to the unanimous adoption of the Genocide Convention on December 9, 1948, and its entry
into force a little more than two years later on January 12, 1951, after its ratification by 20 countries.
Lemkin’s original concept was that genocide entailed “the destruction of a nation or an ethnic group”
and “a coordinated plan of different actions aiming at the destruction of essential foundations of the life
of national groups, with the aim of annihilating the groups themselves.”22 In a general sense, “genocide”
is often understood as a pattern of atrocities that resembles the systematic atrocities committed by Nazi
Germany against the Jews and other minorities, or simply any particularly grave set of abuses targeted
against civilians. One scholar has described this perception of the word:
For many, genocide is simply the pinnacle of evil, and they employ the term to draw attention
to the suffering of their people. In that sense, genocide is less an empirical term—a term that
conveys specific qualities that can be observed—and more a moral term designed to convey that
something terrible is happening.23
There is often a sense that the perpetrators must have acted with an underlying intent to eliminate the
group in order for the crime to constitute genocide, but different people may have different senses of what
“eliminate” means for these purposes. Discussion about whether particular atrocities constitute genocide
can also turn on perceptions of whether they are sufficiently grave as to warrant an obligation—or at least
a moral responsibility—to take tangible action to stop them.

A Legal Definition of the Word “Genocide”
The common understandings of genocide described above are not “wrong,” but they diverge in key ways
from the definition on which governments and international courts rely under the Genocide Convention. The publicly available documents make clear that it is the definition in the Convention that the
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State Department uses when considering whether genocide has occurred in a country.24 Article II of the
Convention sets out that definition:
In the present Convention, genocide means any of the following acts committed with intent to
destroy, in whole or in part, a national, ethnical, racial, or religious group, as such:
(a) Killing members of the group
(b) Causing serious bodily or mental harm to members of the group
(c) Deliberately inflicting on the group conditions of life calculated to bring about its
physical destruction in whole or in part
(d) Imposing measures intended to prevent births within the group
(e) Forcibly transferring children of the group to another group
Thus, although the common understanding and the definition in the
Convention are both focused on action targeting a specific group with
the intent to destroy it, the common understanding can turn on a variety
of subjective impressions, while the definition in the Convention turns
on a specific set of criteria selected by the negotiators of the Convention. This can easily lead to disconnects between US government
pronouncements and perspectives in the general public about whether
genocide has occurred.

...the common understanding can turn on
a variety of subjective impressions, while
the definition in the Convention turns on
a specific set of criteria selected by the
negotiators of the Convention.

In addition, there are different interpretations of the treaty definition itself. Several of the elements of the
definition are not self-evident and some are not stated particularly clearly. The text of the Convention,
like that of most treaties, reflects both political compromises and the intrinsic difficulties in translating
broad ideas into specific treaty language. Other criteria for the crime would have been plausible—perhaps
equally or more plausible—but the states that negotiated the text brought to the table specific concerns
and interests, some of which led them to seek to narrow the definition in order to reduce the possibility
that their own past or present conduct would be described as genocide. The definition that they adopted
is thus often criticized by scholars as an ill fit for the concept as Lemkin or others have conceived it, but
states have come to treat the definition as “almost sacred”25 and have incorporated its terms virtually
verbatim into the statutes of other international courts.26

Complications Presented by the Definition
Entire books have been written about the terms of the definition27 and a complete analysis is beyond the
scope of this report. The remainder of this section attempts to provide enough of an overview in order to
help the reader understand the kinds of difficulties that the US government (and others) can encounter in
the process of assessing whether genocide has occurred.
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(a) What are the kinds of groups against which attacks must be directed?
Under the Convention’s definition, genocide can be committed only against certain kinds of groups—
specifically “national, ethnical, racial, or religious” groups. Intent to destroy a social, political, economic,
or other type of group would not suffice to make a crime genocide, no matter how high the number of
victims or how heinous the acts of the perpetrators.
The limitation of the definition to these kinds of groups was not inevitable. Indeed, when the U.N.
General Assembly in 1946 adopted the resolution that urged states to negotiate a convention on genocide, it noted past cases in which genocide had been committed against “political” groups, and affirmed
that genocide is punishable “whether the crime is committed on religious, racial, political, or any other
grounds.”28
The Convention’s narrower approach—“born of politics and the desire to insulate political leaders from
scrutiny and liability”29—omits many cases that would seem also to shock the conscience and to clamor
for the same kind of international response as cases that fell within the Convention’s definition. For
example, while the Khmer Rouge may have been responsible for nearly two million deaths in Cambodia,30 only the atrocities directed against groups like the Cham Muslims and the ethnic Vietnamese
minority fit neatly within the definition of genocide.31
(b) What does “destroy” mean?
The international courts have concluded that, for a crime to come within the definition in the Convention, the perpetrator must intend to destroy the relevant group in a biological or physical sense—in other
words, to make it impossible for the members of the group to survive. This differs from what is referred
to as “cultural genocide” in which the aim of the perpetrators is to destroy the identity of the group or
to make it impossible for the members to continue to function as a group. The State Department also
uses this approach and its lawyers have noted that the drafters of the
Convention excluded “cultural genocide.” The effect of this is that—
even though this kind of “cultural genocide” threatens to deprive the
...an intent to destroy “the identity of the
world of the “traditions, culture, and future contributions” so as to
group without destroying the members
32
of the group” is not considered sufficient fall within Lemkin’s original conception of the word —an intent to
destroy “the identity of the group without destroying the members of
to establish genocide.
the group”33 is not considered sufficient to establish genocide.
This has been a particularly important issue in assessing situations of widespread ethnic cleansing.
According to the International Court of Justice, the intent to “render an area ‘ethnically homogenous’” is
insufficient to establish genocide.34 Thus, while many people would consider a perpetrator’s crimes more
egregious if undertaken in order to ethnically cleanse a country or area, a defendant facing a genocide
charge could argue that he only intended to displace the ethnic group rather than to destroy it.35
This approach can thus be another source of divergence between the common understanding and the
understanding of those applying the definition in the 1948 Convention. In addition, proving that a perpetrator acted with intent to destroy a group in the physical or biological sense can be quite difficult, potentially creating further divergence between public perceptions of whether genocide has occurred and an
analysis under the 1948 Convention.
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(c) What does it mean to intend to destroy a group “in part”?
Under the Genocide Convention, the perpetrators must intend to destroy the relevant group “in whole or
in part.” There can be significant confusion and differences of view about how large a part of the group
the perpetrators must intend to destroy in order to fall within the Convention’s definition of genocide.
For its part, the US Senate adopted an Understanding during the Convention’s ratification process that
specified that the intent must be to destroy the relevant group “in substantial part.”36 The Understanding
did not specify what would qualify as a “substantial part” but the domestic legislation adopted by
Congress to implement the Convention under US domestic law defined the phrase as follows:
“the term ‘substantial part’ means a part of a group of such numerical significance that the
destruction or loss of that part would cause the destruction of the group as a viable entity within
the nation of which such group is a part.”37
International courts have adopted a similar approach, saying that such a requirement “is demanded by
the very nature of the crime of genocide”38 and by the understanding that genocide is both “a crime of
massive proportions” and has an impact “on the overall survival of the group.”39
Cases that arose in Bosnia reflect the real-world complexities in applying these concepts. Faced with
the massacres near Srebrenica, the UN’s Yugoslavia Tribunal concluded that the relevant “group”
was Muslims in Bosnia. It recognized that the Bosnian Muslims of Srebrenica formed “only a small
percentage” of that group, but looked to a series of qualitative factors—such as evidence that Muslims
in Srebrenica “had a special significance or were emblematic in relation to the protected group as a
whole”—in deciding that they represented a sufficiently substantial part of Muslims in Bosnia.40 In
addition, even though only “military-aged men” were targeted for killing, the Tribunal reasoned that the
destruction of such a sizeable number of men would “inevitably result in the physical disappearance of
the Bosnian Muslim population at Srebrenica” and would eliminate “even the residual possibility that the
Muslim community in the area could reconstitute itself.”41
Under such principles, there is a significant element of judgment involved in deciding whether a sufficiently substantial “part” of the relevant group has been destroyed. The key point for present purposes
is that differences of view about the significance or substantial-ness of a part of a group that has been
attacked can easily reflect differences of view that are more about how the Convention should be interpreted than about the atrocities themselves.
(d) Whose intent is relevant?
In the context of any specific set of atrocities, different persons may well act with different intentions,
thus complicating efforts to identify which particular actors may have committed genocide. To some
extent, this difficulty is eased by separate provisions in Article III of the Convention that make punishable
certain acts—such as incitement to commit genocide and complicity in genocide—in addition to direct
perpetration of genocide. For example, the UN’s Rwanda Tribunal found that a person could be convicted
of aiding and abetting if he knew that a person that he was aiding and abetting intended to destroy the
relevant group, even if he did not share that person’s intent.42
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The fact that different actors may have acted with different intentions can complicate decision-making
about whether to make statements that genocide has occurred. At least in an abstract sense, the statement
that genocide has occurred would be true even if only a small handful of low-level individuals had acted
with the requisite intent, though US policy makers would presumably be hesitant to make such a statement on this basis, at least absent indications that more senior officials had failed in their duty to prevent
or punish such actions.

How Clear Must the Evidence Be in Order to Conclude that Genocide has Occurred?
Some perpetrators, such as the leaders
in Nazi Germany, may overtly express
their intent to destroy the relevant group.
More typically, however, the oppressor’s
intent can only be inferred, and the
surrounding facts and circumstances
may not be entirely clear. This further
contributes to the difficulty of concluding
that genocide has occurred.

This question is especially important in assessing the issue of intent.
Some perpetrators, such as the leaders in Nazi Germany, may
overtly express their intent to destroy the relevant group. More typically, however, the oppressor’s intent can only be inferred, and the
surrounding facts and circumstances may not be entirely clear. This
further contributes to the difficulty of concluding that genocide has
occurred.

The practical question for the US government as it considers the
issue, or for advocates pressing it to do so, is how conclusive must
the inferences be? For its part, the International Court of Justice has
set a remarkably high bar, reasoning in the Croatia v. Serbia case that,
because charges of genocide are of exceptional gravity, the claims must be proved by evidence that is
“fully conclusive” in order for the Court to hold a state responsible.43 In line with this approach, the Court
said that, while intent can be inferred from a pattern of conduct, it would do so only where “this is the
only inference that could reasonably be drawn from the acts in question.”44 Similarly, in a criminal prosecution for genocide, a court would need to establish each of the elements of genocide, including that the
defendant acted with the requisite intent, through proof beyond a reasonable doubt.

The standard applied by the ICJ is derived from its view that “claims against a State involving charges
of exceptional gravity must be proved by evidence that is fully conclusive.”45 The international criminal
courts also apply a high standard, in their cases derived from their obligations under international criminal
law to ensure that persons are convicted only in cases in which their guilt is established beyond reasonable doubt.46
It does not necessarily follow, however, that states—the responsibilities of which include preventing
genocide—should self-impose a similar standard when deciding whether to use the term. At the same
time, use of a standard noticeably lower than those used by the international courts could result in other
countries discounting or giving less weight to US government pronouncements—an important consideration insofar as part of the goal in making these statements is to galvanize international support for action.
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Section 3 - The Power and Importance of the Word “Genocide”

Genocide is widely seen as atop a kind of hierarchy of atrocity crimes. The singularity of its status seems
to have diminished over time as the international legal architecture and the commitments to prevention
that governments have undertaken have expanded to cover other types of atrocity crimes. As the case
studies show, there persists a strong sense of the special stigma and moral power that the word “genocide”
conveys. Indeed, Raphael Lemkin’s original idea of having a Genocide Convention was grounded in the
notion that genocide was a crime that stood apart, and he argued that genocide must be “treated as the
most heinous of all crimes,” as the “crime of crimes,” and as crime that “not only shocks our conscience
but affects deeply the best interests of mankind.”47

Genocide’s Unique Status
There are powerful reasons for thinking of genocide in this way. The passion surrounding use of the word
“genocide” grows in part from its unique focus on human groups and its association with the horrors of
the Holocaust. The idea that a perpetrator’s aim is to wipe out an entire people seems so grotesque—so
qualitatively different from “mere” mass murder—as to defy imagination. As Lemkin explained, the
perpetrator of genocide aims to deprive our planet not only of the sacred lives of the individuals who are
exterminated, but of the traditions, culture, and future contributions to the world that are lost when entire
human groups are destroyed.48 Such destruction is a crime not just against the group being targeted, but
against all humanity. In the words of the judges of the UN’s Yugoslavia Tribunal, “the crime of genocide
is singled out for special condemnation and opprobrium.”49
Even though the actual postwar prosecutions of Nazi German leaders were for crimes against humanity,
not genocide, the word “genocide” is seen to more compellingly evoke the horror that befell European
Jews, and the shame that shrouded the international community for allowing the Holocaust to unfold.
The word is often seen as carrying a moral power that embodies crimes of the type that the world must
spare no effort to prevent and punish, and “never again” be allowed to be perpetrated. The commander of
UN forces in Rwanda between 1993 and 1994 gave a clear expression of this power when he recalled a
moment in the unfolding slaughter at which he “just needed a slap in the face to say, ‘…This is genocide,
not just ethnic cleansing.’”50 Other statements reflect the sense of a hierarchy of crimes in a more subtle
way, such as when the independent commission tasked with studying the UN’s actions in response to the
Rwanda genocide, even while emphasizing the importance of mobilizing political will to address crimes
that do not fit the criteria of the Genocide Convention, described such crimes as having “not reached the
ultimate level of a genocide.”51 One scholar describes the word as having “entailments that these other
atrocities do not,” including a sense of being “more inflammatory, more reproachful. . . .”52 Another
scholar concluded that advocates during the Darfur crisis held “a widespread belief that a situation labeled
genocide would attract more government resources (both attention and money) than a situation that was
not labeled genocide.”53 Still other scholars have written about the incentives that victims and their advocates—reacting to “popular understandings of genocide as the ‘ultimate crime’”—have to invoke the term
to rally support for intervention, even when the criteria have not been met.54
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There are also structural reasons for the special perception of genocide, rooted in the legal history of the
crime. In the wake of World War II, the idea that the international community had a cognizable legal
interest in the way that governments treated their own populations was only beginning to emerge. Indeed,
when the Genocide Convention was adopted in 1948, none of what are now considered the modern
human rights treaties were yet in place. Yet if a crime qualified as genocide, the new legal regime created
by the Convention provided a protective role for the international community—a role that, however
limited, did not apply to crimes outside the Convention’s definition of the word “genocide.” As William
Schabas wrote, “In cases of mass killings and other atrocities, attention turned inexorably to the Genocide
Convention because there was little else to invoke.”55
Under modern law, most crimes that could be prosecuted as “genocide” could also be prosecuted as
“crimes against humanity,” but most crimes against humanity cases could not be prosecuted as genocide.
While there is a requirement that the act have been committed as part of a widespread or systematic attack
against a civilian population in order to constitute crimes against humanity, it is far less difficult in practice to prosecute crimes against humanity because the prosecutor need not prove that the perpetrator acted
with the specific intent to destroy the relevant group.

A Different Perspective
The view that genocide should be seen as a crime apart is not universally held. Indeed, the same tribunals that have spoken of the need for genocide to be specially condemned have at other times observed
that there is “no hierarchy of crimes” under any of the statutes that govern their work, and that all of the
crimes specified therein are “‘serious violations of international humanitarian law,’ capable of attracting
the same sentence.”56 The same is true for the UN’s Commission of Inquiry for Darfur in 2005, which—
in finding that the atrocities in Darfur were horrific but that there was insufficient evidence to call them
genocide—said that the lack of a finding of genocide “should not be taken as in any way detracting from
or belittling the gravity of the crimes perpetrated in that region.” In its words:
[G]enocide is not necessarily the most serious international crime. Depending on the circumstances, such international offences as crimes against humanity or large-scale war crimes may be
no less serious and heinous than genocide.57
Government officials, too, have cautioned against underestimating the significance of atrocity crimes that
do not fit the criteria of genocide, saying they “deserve the same moral condemnation, criminal prosecution, and efforts to prevent and to punish that we give to the crime of genocide.”58
Why the difference in views? For one thing, the legal regimes and the
Government officials, too, have cautioned broader expectations associated with atrocity crimes other than genoagainst underestimating the significance of cide have undoubtedly matured, and in at least some ways have caught
atrocity crimes that do not fit the criteria of up to those that were once associated only with genocide. Beginning
genocide, saying they “deserve the same with the ad hoc tribunals for Rwanda and the former Yugoslavia, and
moral condemnation, criminal prosecution, with the creation of a permanent International Criminal Court, the
international community has put in place a far clearer and more robust
and efforts to prevent and to punish that
legal architecture that covers a wide range of atrocity crimes.59 This
we give to the crime of genocide.”
is most importantly true in connection with crimes against humanity,
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which have become prosecutable crimes within the jurisdiction of all of the international criminal tribunals. It is no longer true (or, at least, as true) that there is little to invoke in the way of legal protections or
policy commitments in cases that do not fall within the definition of genocide.
In many practical ways, the United States has taken steps to lessen the perceived gap between genocide
and other atrocity crimes, primarily by making clear that genocide is not the only crime that warrants
international attention and response. For example, in formal comments, the US government proposed that
the “Responsibility to Protect” principles to be adopted at the September 2005 United Nations summit
of heads of state and government should cover not only genocide but also “other large-scale atrocities,”
explaining that this would help “avoid legalistic debates about whether a particular situation constitutes,
for example, genocide.”60 A high-level civil society panel—the Albright-Cohen Genocide Prevention Task
Force—similarly made clear in its landmark 2008 report that its recommendations were aimed at helping
prevent “genocide and mass atrocities”—a phrase the panel said was expressly chosen to help “avoid
legalistic arguments that have repeatedly impeded timely and effective action.”61 Similarly, President
Barack Obama’s 2011 Presidential Study Directive on Mass Atrocities also defined the US government’s
interests in atrocity prevention in broad terms, finding that “preventing mass atrocities and genocide is
a core national security interest and a core moral responsibility” and mandating the establishment of an
Atrocities Prevention Board (APB) that focuses on a set of crimes that includes more than genocide.62
None of this is to argue that too much attention is given to instances of genocide—rather, it highlights the
potential shortcoming in the attention that governments pay to other mass atrocity crimes that in some
way or other may not fit the particular criteria of the Genocide Convention. Indeed, a number of activists
and policy makers with whom we spoke as we prepared this report cautioned against placing too much
emphasis on whether a set of atrocities constituted genocide. Concerns were expressed on a number of
fronts, including about: 1) situations receiving insufficient attention and response if they “only” constitute crimes against humanity, 2) valuable time being wasted awaiting an outcome of a lengthy decision-making process, 3) the act of declaring genocide to have occurred serving as a substitute for more
tangible action, and 4) having decisions on whether genocide had occurred or was occurring plagued by
difficulties of proof, in particular in relation to specific intent, and by the difficulties in applying the definition.
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Section 4 - International Legal Consequences of “Genocide”

Observers have sometimes overstated the degree to which a statement by the US government that genocide has occurred in a particular country triggers legal obligations for the United States, at least as it has
historically interpreted its obligations under the Genocide Convention. Regardless of how those obligations are understood as a legal matter, the expectations that flow from using the word can be significant
in their own right. This section provides a brief overview of what the United States has committed to do
in the relevant treaties and other frameworks concerning genocide, and it highlights the limited linkages
between those commitments and the use of genocide language.
The Genocide Convention addresses the genocide-related obligations of the United States in four places.
• Article I describes genocide as a crime under international law that the parties “undertake to prevent
and punish.”
• Article V requires the parties “to enact, in accordance with their respective Constitutions, the necessary legislation to give effect to the…Convention,” and in particular to provide effective penalties for
persons convicted for acts of genocide.
• Article VI requires states to try persons charged with committing genocide in their territory (at least in
cases in which an international penal tribunal is not doing so).
• Article VII establishes obligations for parties to grant extraditions in cases of genocide in accordance
with their laws and treaties.63
As is apparent on the face of all of these provisions but Article I, the actual legal obligations are quite
modest—and they are not implicated in a meaningful way by the US government making a statement
that genocide has occurred in a foreign country. The United States has already adopted legislation to
criminalize and punish genocide that meet its obligations under Article V.64 A statement that genocide
has occurred in the territory of another country would not trigger a requirement under Article VI for the
United States to undertake prosecutions (nor would such a statement by the State Department be necessary for US law enforcement authorities to proceed with such a prosecution). Finally, with respect to
Article VII, any obligation to extradite a person would be subject to U. S. laws and treaties, regardless of
whether the US government had made statements about genocide having occurred.

Different Views about the Obligation to Prevent and Punish
With respect to Article I, there are differences of views about what states are in fact required to do in
order to discharge their obligation to “prevent and punish.” For its part, the International Court of Justice
concluded in the Bosnia v. Serbia case in 2007 that the obligations are not limited to genocide that occurs
on a state’s own territory, and that the obligation to prevent genocide “is not to be read merely as an
introduction” to the measures described in the later articles of the Convention.65 The Court neverthe-
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less concluded that the Article I obligation is limited in several ways: the extent of the obligation would
depend on the state’s capacity to influence persons likely to commit genocide, and that capacity, in turn,
depends on such factors as the geographical distance between the state concerned and the perpetrators,
and any political and other links with those perpetrators. Many of those ties were unusually strong in the
Bosnia v. Serbia case, given the special relationship and “undeniable influence” that Serbia at that time
exerted over the ethnic Serb leaders operating in neighboring Bosnia. The Court also concluded that in
any event the Convention’s obligation to prevent creates no right, let alone an obligation, to intervene
militarily in a foreign country to stop genocide.66
Importantly, however, the Court stated that, if a state “has available to it means likely to have a deterrent
effect on those suspected of preparing genocide,” it then is under “a duty to make such use of these means
as the circumstances permit,” and that this duty arises when “the State learns of, or should normally have
learned of, the existence of a serious risk that genocide will be committed.”67 As a result, the obligation to
prevent under this interpretation of the Convention would ordinarily be triggered before a determination
could be made that genocide had already occurred.
The United States has taken a different position. Its view has been that
[The US view] has been that the
the obligation to prevent and punish under Article I applies only within
obligation to prevent and punish under
the territory of the United States and does not go beyond the specific
Article I applies only within the territory
obligations set out in the other provisions of the Convention. This view
of the United States and does not go
can be seen in the State Department memorandum on Darfur, which
beyond the specific obligations set out in
noted that the department had “rejected arguments by some human
the other provisions of the Convention.
rights advocates for an expansive reading of Article I . . . that would
impose a legal obligation on all [parties to the Genocide Convention]
to take particular measures to ‘prevent’ genocide in areas outside of
their territory.”68 Indeed, the US government’s view—including as least as far back as the 1994 Rwanda
crisis—has been that a US statement that genocide had occurred “would not have any particular legal
consequences.”69

Political and Moral Responsibility
Nevertheless, whatever one’s views of scope and content of the legal obligations, a statement that genocide has occurred has the potential to create political and moral pressure to take some type of action.
Indeed, in the “Responsibility to Protect” principles adopted at the 2005 UN World Summit, the United
States and other states agreed that the international community has a responsibility “to use appropriate
diplomatic, humanitarian, and other peaceful means...to help protect populations from genocide, war
crimes, ethnic cleansing, and crimes against humanity.” The use of the word “responsibility” reflects
the non-legal character of the provisions, but the principles highlight the importance of the international
community acting effectively to ensure that populations are protected. In the lead-up to the adoption of
these principles, the United States in particular publicly agreed in a “general and moral sense that the
international community has a responsibility to act” in the face of mass atrocities even if there were no
“obligation to intervene under international law.”70 More generally, US policy statements on atrocity
prevention and the recurring invocations of “Never Again” serve as sources of pressure to act when there
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is a clear risk of genocide—and presumably all the more so when the US government confirms its view
that genocide is being committed.
Statements that genocide has occurred do not have a specified role to play in this framework of commitments, nor are such statements necessary in order to trigger any obligation or responsibility that might
exist. What they show, however, is that the United States perceives the situation as being of the type that
implicates its responsibility to act, even if the actions it should take are not specified. The responsibilities
may apply even if genocide has not occurred, since the “responsibility to protect” principles apply equally
to other forms of mass atrocities. In any event, as the case studies will show, this combination of the legal
and political expectations associated with genocide has sometimes worked to discourage US officials
from making such statements in order to avoid creating pressure to take actions that they do not want to
take, and has sometimes inspired advocates to seek out such statements precisely in order to create this
kind of pressure.
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Section 5 - Observations

The previous sections of this report describe how the US government has approached the issue of whether
to make genocide determinations in a number of specific situations, and the case studies appended to the
report provide considerably more detail. We now turn to some general observations that can be distilled
from these cases: Why has the US government considered and made these statements in certain situations? What were the reasons offered for pursuing genocide determinations, and what concerns and criticisms have been expressed about doing so, either in specific cases or more generally? Finally, how does
the US approach compare with how others approach these issues?

1. In what circumstances has the US Government considered and made genocide
determinations?
The United States has no established policy framework to guide decision-making on whether to make a
statement that genocide has occurred in a given situation. In the absence of such a framework, we attempt
to draw some conclusions from the case studies about the circumstances under which the US government
has proceeded to make such statements.
The case studies suggest that a mixture of interrelated factors are relevant. The gravity of the atrocities,
and the extent to which the atrocities are understood as being targeted against a group protected under
the Genocide Convention, offers the obvious starting point. Clearly, the question is more likely to arise
when the crimes are seen as particularly heinous, and a clear sense at any point that there is no reasonable
basis to conclude that genocide may be occurring can obviate the need for further discussion. But the last
section of the case studies (pages 33-72) highlights a number of instances when atrocities were being
committed on a massive scale, seemingly targeted against the kinds of groups covered by the Convention,
yet appear not to have prompted serious analysis about whether the crimes constituted genocide—let
alone the kind of information-gathering efforts that the State Department undertook in certain cases that
were aimed (at least in part) at better informing such an analysis.
This highlights that the US government does not automatically proceed
...the US government does not
to assessing the facts of an unfolding mass atrocity situation against
automatically proceed to assessing
the Genocide Convention simply based on the gravity of the atrocithe facts of an unfolding mass atrocity
ties being committed, but rather appears only to consider doing so if
situation against the Genocide Convention
some set of advocates within or outside the government affirmatively
simply based on the gravity of the
put the issue into play and press it to do so. The case studies provide
atrocities being committed...
examples of a wide range of individuals or institutions taking this kind
of initiative, ranging from newspaper columnists to advocacy groups
to members of Congress, and of course to US government officials at junior or higher levels in the State
Department. Although there is no formulaic way to predict the situations in which the issue of genocide
will gain traction with US government officials, relevant factors appear to include the extent to which:
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• The perpetrators are seen in a particularly negative light.
• The victim group is seen in a particularly sympathetic light.
• There is one group that is (at least primarily) the perpetrator group and another that is the victim group,
as opposed for example to situations where both groups are seen as culpable.
• There is widespread reporting about the atrocities, so as to make the issue a matter of general public
attention.
• There is particular congressional interest in the country or the victims.
• There is perceived to be a substantial gap between the “degree of activism” in US efforts to prevent and
stop the atrocities and what is seen to be appropriate or achievable.
• The impact of the US government making a genocide statement is perceived as worth the effort likely to
be required to advocate for it, and to do the necessary work to develop the evidence needed to support
the conclusion.
• The characteristics of the violence are likely to support a conclusion that genocide has occurred.
For each of these factors, different actors may have different perceptions. For example, with respect to
whether the characteristics of the violence are likely to support a conclusion that genocide has occurred,
different actors may have very different views of what constitutes genocide and thus may come to
different assessments. In other cases, the weight of these factors may shift over time depending on the
lessons that advocates and others inside and outside the US government have taken away from previous
crises. As an example, at the time of the Bosnia war, many advocates believed that a candid statement
by the US government about genocide would help catalyze a much stronger US government response,
and the same appears to have been true for Darfur. More recently, however, the prospect of catalyzing a
stronger response appears to have become less of a factor, with would-be advocates sometimes specifically citing disappointment with the perceived impact of the Darfur determination on US policy, as well
as frustration with the length of the process required to produce the ISIS determination, as reasons not to
pursue a determination of genocide.
[T]here are a variety of factors that may
make the US government more reluctant
to push the issue forward...

At the same time, the case studies suggest there are a variety of factors
that may make the US government more reluctant to push the issue
forward, including whether its senior leadership believes that a determination would:

• Limit policy flexibility that it sees as being important to maintain, including by limiting the ability to
work with particular actors with whom it believes that it needs to work;
• Trigger political pressure to take actions that they do not want to take
• Undermine a relationship with a government that they believe is important for other reasons
• Be inconsistent with a negative narrative of the victim group or otherwise not be broadly consistent
with US policy toward a particular situation
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The weight of these considerations has varied from one situation to another. For example, the US government appears to have resisted a straightforward statement about genocide in Bosnia in 1992 and 1993
because of concerns that a statement would create pressure to take actions that it did not want to take,
but subsequently (in 1994) came to a point at which it was decided that the effects of making a genocide
statement were sufficiently manageable, and the political costs of resisting such a statement too high.
The weight of these factors can shift as a situation unfolds, and the conduct of the relevant groups in the
countries in which the atrocities are occurring can of course lead to shifting perceptions of these factors
over time.
The considerations described above are sometimes weighed at the outset, before the work of investing
significant time and energy needed to assess whether genocide has occurred is actually undertaken.
Thus, in some cases, relevant bureaus have sought confirmation that senior State Department officials
were supportive of developing the evidence that would be needed to support a conclusion that genocide
occurred and potentially open to making such a statement before they proceeded to undertake the work
necessary to do so.

2. To what objectives have supporters of such statements pointed for pursuing
statements from the US government that genocide has been committed?
The case studies highlight a number of arguments that supporters have advanced for the US government
to make statements that genocide has occurred in particular cases. These reasons can be divided into two
categories. The first category relates to the intrinsic value of such a statement, such as when supporters of
a statement have appealed to the importance of:
• Bearing witness
• Helping to establish a historical record against efforts to deny, minimize, or justify the crime
• Demonstrating respect and empathy for the victims, acknowledging their suffering
• Avoiding a silence that could be seen as tantamount to denial
Sometimes these factors have been cited specifically when the determination that genocide occurred is
announced, such as when Secretary Kerry said—when announcing his conclusion about ISIS’s responsibility for genocide in 2016—that he hoped his speech “will assure the victims of Daesh’s atrocities that
the United State recognizes and confirms the despicable nature of the crimes that have been committed
against them.”71 It is hard to quantify the importance of these kinds of factors, but they can clearly play
a role as the issue is considered, and many victims groups and advocates consider such statements
important and are appreciative when they are made.
The second category relates to the instrumental value such a statement can make to achieving other, more
tangible goals. Supporters of making statements have at various times cited the prospect that doing so
would help:
• Mobilize efforts by the United States, or help the US government mobilize international efforts, to stop
and prevent atrocities
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• Lay groundwork for efforts to ensure that those responsible for the atrocities are held to account or
subjected to sanctions
• Shape the US or international narrative or lens through which a conflict or crisis and the parties
involved in it are seen
• Deter individuals from joining with or supporting the perpetrators
• Address public or congressional pressure to pronounce on the issue or otherwise change policy
• Avoid situations in which the United States is isolated in multilateral forums in its unwillingness or
inability to support statements that genocide has occurred, particularly when embedded in resolutions or
statements that would be embarrassing to oppose
It is difficult, of course, to assess the degree to which these expectations have actually been fulfilled in
practice. Especially in some of the key cases from the 1990s and early 2000s, however, advocates inside
and outside the US government appear to have placed great stock in the possibility that a US acknowledgment that genocide was being committed would force the US government to undertake or press for
more forceful efforts to prevent and punish the crimes, and in some cases to put military force behind that
effort. For example, as reflected in the case studies, the issue of genocide language in Bosnia was strongly
tied to questions about whether the US government should either lift the arms embargo that the Security
Council had put in place, or should directly intervene militarily.
It seems evident that, at least on some occasions, US genocide statements prompted specific US actions, or at least had the effect of
It seems evident that, at least on some
making it politically difficult to stand in the way of certain actions.
occasions, US genocide statements
prompted specific US actions, or at least For example, the US government’s genocide statement on Darfur
appears to have shaped the environment in a way that led to its later
had the effect of making it politically
decision not to veto the Security Council decision to refer the situation
difficult to stand in the way of certain
in Darfur to the International Criminal Court (ICC).72 In addition, at
actions.
least some of those who have been involved in the issue believe that
the finding of genocide, reinforced by a subsequent ICC arrest warrant
against Sudanese President Omar al-Bashir for genocide and other crimes, was key to ensuring the durability of US government efforts aimed at isolating and stigmatizing Bashir.73
More generally, pressure to acknowledge that genocide was occurring in Rwanda seems to have played
a part in forcing the US government to shift from removing or cutting the UN peacekeeping mission
there (as US policy restrictions initially dictated) to allowing the mission to be reinforced and focused on
civilian protection, even if this shift came far too late to stop the killings.74
Broader assessments of the impact of the Darfur determination are difficult to make. One scholar of
international mobilization in response to the genocide in Darfur concluded that Secretary Powell’s genocide statement “became the catalyst for the formation of a citizen-based Save Darfur movement that was
able to mobilize and sustain unprecedented numbers of Americans intent on pushing the US government
to stop the killings,” and that this attention in turn corresponded to a greater degree of media coverage
of the crisis and congressional willingness to appropriate funds for a costly peacekeeping intervention
in Darfur.75 Nonetheless, she concluded that the surge of private and official US attention was not sufficient to overcome, for example, the Sudanese government’s intransigence and the diplomatic support it
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received from China and Russia on the Security Council in the years that followed Secretary Powell’s
statement.76 A number of activists with whom we spoke were also deeply disappointed with the overall
effect of the 2004 determination on US policy and the situation on the ground. For their part, US policy
makers have on several occasions averred that their pronouncements that genocide had occurred would
not materially affect their future course of action, including for example Secretary Powell’s statement
–– at the time of his Darfur testimony –– that “no new action is dictated by this determination.”77 There
also appears to be greater recognition than in the past that the State Department does not view the fact that
genocide is occurring as creating a legal obligation on the United States or others to intervene to stop the
atrocities.
In a more general sense, advocates have also sought genocide determinations as a means of shaping the
US or international narrative or lens through which a crisis—or the parties involved in it—are seen. In
some situations, such as regarding the Anfal campaign in Iraq, advocates sought to increase the level
of stigma associated with the perpetrator, and that same kind of consideration—together with a desire
to ensure that the full gravity of the perpetrator’s crimes is widely understood—continues to motivate
supporters of a determination of the ongoing atrocities in Burma.78 In both Rwanda and Darfur, advocates
sought genocide language at least in part as a way to emphasize that an undue policy focus on peace negotiations between belligerent parties was an incomplete or even misguided approach to the crisis, in the
face of the urgent need to improve security and provide protection for civilians under threat.79 The degree
to which a genocide determination in fact produces these types of effect is, however, difficult to assess.

3. What concerns and criticisms have been offered regarding pursuing genocide
determinations, in specific cases or generally?
A number of advocates and policy makers have made broader criticisms of the US practice of making
genocide determinations, including that seeking a genocide determination, or placing a special emphasis
on genocide more generally, may:
• Undermine progress toward concrete action by shifting the policy debate from a place of analytic
consensus (e.g., that a party is committing grave crimes) to the more contentious and legalistic ground
of whether the atrocities specifically constitute genocide
• Spawn painfully legalistic debates, depend on information and evidence that is not possible to obtain,
and turn on criteria that are confusing or applied unevenly
• Divert bureaucratic resources from other efforts for the duration of the often-lengthy process of gathering and assessing the information needed to evaluate a finding of genocide, and then consume decision-making bandwidth during the period of debating whether and how to publicize the conclusions
• Have insufficient impact on the US or international response to justify the effort
• Risk allowing the act of declaring that genocide has occurred to be seen as a substitute for other, more
tangible actions
• Contribute to an unfortunate sense that atrocities that fall outside the specific legal definition of genocide do not require as robust a US response
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• Risk distorting future debates by giving the impression to advocates that preventive action and international acknowledgment flow only (or more readily) when crimes are found to be genocide

4. How do others approach the issue of making genocide determinations?
Before offering recommendations about how the US government should approach the issue of genocide
determinations in the future, it is worth noting how other actors have made or refrained from making
pronouncements on whether genocide has occurred.
In particular, the UN secretary-general’s special adviser for the prevention of genocide operates under
a mandate that precludes making such a determination. The affirmative responsibilities of the special
adviser include collecting information, acting as an early warning mechanism, making recommendations
on actions to prevent or halt genocide, and liaising with other key actors in the UN system. But the special
adviser’s mandate provides that he or she would not make a determination on whether genocide within
the meaning of the Convention had occurred. The purpose of the special adviser’s activities, rather, would
be practical and intended to enable the United Nations to act in a timely fashion.80 This approach has the
virtue of focusing policy attention squarely on prevention and punishment, saving political capital and
bureaucratic resources for other tasks, and avoiding some of the perverse effects that can follow from a
focus on terminology.
This is not a consistent practice across the UN system. The UN Security Council and Human Rights
Council have often created ad hoc investigative mechanisms—variously known as commissions of
inquiry, fact-finding missions, groups of experts, etc.—that are tasked with reporting on and analyzing
various human rights abuses being carried out in specific conflicts or other crises. Many of these mechanisms have offered at least tentative conclusions as to whether the information they have collected
supports a conclusion that genocide or other specific atrocity crimes have occurred.
As a recent example, the Independent International Commission of Inquiry for Syria concluded directly
that “ISIS has committed the crime of genocide” in its report of June 2016.81 In another recent example,
involving the Central African Republic, a Commission of Inquiry reported to the Security Council that
“the threshold requirement to prove the existence of the necessary element of genocidal intent has not
been established.”82 For its part, the African Union’s Commission of Inquiry on South Sudan reported a
similar conclusion about the violence in that country in 2015.83
With respect to other governments, while it is beyond the scope of this report to do an assessment of how
other governments handle these issues, two examples suggest a range of practices even among close US
allies. The United Kingdom government, for example, has formally stated in responses to parliament that
“[i]t is UK policy that any determination on whether genocide has occurred is a matter for competent
judicial bodies, rather than for governments.” At the same time, there appears to be room for making
strong—even if arguably not definitive—statements under this policy, as in the case of ISIS, with respect
to which Prime Minister David Cameron stated that “there is a very strong case here for saying that it is
genocide, and I hope that it will be portrayed and spoken of as such.”84
On the other hand, in response to a question from parliament, the foreign minister of the Netherlands
stated in December 2017 that sufficient facts had been established to conclude that the Islamic State had
most likely committed genocide.85 Such a statement was consistent with and seems to have been informed
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by the report of an advisory commission that the Dutch government had asked the previous year to advise
on the legitimacy of a government making such determinations. The commission concluded that such
statements could be appropriate if made on the basis of rigorous analysis, but it also emphasized the
importance of taking preventive action before such determinations are made.86
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Section 6 - Recommendations

This report, including the accompanying Case Studies, has been designed to shed light on how the US
government decides to say, or not to say, that genocide has occurred in a country. In drawing conclusions
about these experiences, we believe that two principles should be taken as fundamental:
• Naming genocide—or any other mass atrocity—should be secondary to stopping or preventing it.
By the time a situation is sufficiently grave to warrant serious assessment of whether genocide has
occurred, the imperative for action will already be clear.
• Policy makers and advocates should in the first instance focus on identifying situations in which there
is a serious risk of genocide—or any other mass atrocity—and act in response to that risk to prevent the
crimes, before events proceed to the point where there is a question whether such crimes have occurred.
That said, these issues can be extraordinarily difficult to deal with in practice, and we set out in this
section some recommendations that we hope can be useful going forward. Because of the nature of the
report, the recommendations are directed primarily to Executive branch officials who deal with these
issues, though we hope they are also useful for congressional, civil society, and other advocates in better
understanding both the nature of the process and how it may fit into their strategies for promoting effective preventive action.
1. The US government should continue its practice of making genocide determinations.
Although policy makers and advocates should be realistic about the “instrumental impact of genocide determinations, acknowledgment that genocide has occurred can be important for “intrinsic”
reasons (e.g., bearing witness, helping to establish a historical record, demonstrating respect
and empathy for the victims, and acknowledging their suffering) and at least in some cases for
“instrumental” reasons (e.g., helping to mobilize support for efforts to stop or prevent the atrocities, laying the groundwork for accountability efforts, or shaping the narrative through which a
conflict is seen).
2. The US government should continue to be rigorous in analyzing whether the acts at issue
constitute genocide, as defined by the Genocide Convention.
Notwithstanding frustrations frequently expressed about the definition in the Genocide Convention, determinations viewed as based on doubtful evidence or deviations from the internationally
accepted legal definition will be less effective in helping to mobilize support for tangible action to
address the atrocities, and the value of such determinations as a means to help establish a historical record or to bear witness will be eroded.
In appropriate cases, the US government should support the deployment of atrocity documentation teams, along the lines of the 2004 Darfur model. These efforts can be useful in substantiating the factual record, supporting efforts to stigmatize perpetrators, and laying groundwork for
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accountability efforts, in addition to providing information that helps to assess whether genocide
has occurred.
That said, the need for rigor does not imply a need for a
one-size-fits-all process, and the process used in recent years
for reaching conclusions may not be appropriate for all
cases—e.g., cases such as Rwanda, in which the conclusion
that genocide had been committed was self-evident.

[T]he need for rigor does not imply a
need for a one-size-fits-all process,
and the process used in recent years
for reaching conclusions may not be
appropriate for all cases.

The particularly difficult issue of establishing the specific
intent of a perpetrator is unique to genocide. It is thus not clear
that the kind of elaborate review process that has come to be associated with genocide should
necessarily be used in cases in which the US government is considering making a statement about
other atrocity crimes, such as crimes against humanity.
3. The US government should be prepared to explain publicly why it is able or unable to say that
the crimes occurring in a country constitute genocide.
Its public statements should make clear that the definition of genocide under the 1948 Convention
is narrow. It should be frank about what information it has and does not have, the standards it is
applying, and the difficulties encountered in establishing the elements that must exist in order to
show that genocide has been committed.
To the extent possible, it should seek to offer its conclusions in concert with other credible voices,
especially those with a role to play in addressing the situation. Doing so helps reinforce the credibility and impact of its statements and may guard against perceptions the statements are exaggerated to serve political objectives. (That said, where the facts are compelling, the US government
should not use the reluctance of others to make statements as a basis for disregarding its own
conclusions).
4. The US government should work to empower others who can pronounce on and address the
issue.
The intrinsic or instrumental impacts that advocates often hope to see flow from a genocide
determination do not necessarily have to come from a US statement. The US government should
accordingly continue to support and assist commissions of inquiry and other such mechanisms
that are able to document and report on serious atrocity crimes, and it should offer briefings to
other governments and international bodies.
In seeking transparency and persuasiveness, the US government should, to the extent consistent
with national security requirements, declassify and share relevant materials.
Consistent with prioritizing prevention, relevant information should be shared as early as
possible.
The US government should work to develop versions of the evidence it develops that can be
shared with accountability mechanisms or other bodies that may later face the task of demonstrating that the various elements of genocide have been satisfied.
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5. Consistent with the aim of the Genocide Convention to prevent genocide, US government efforts
should be focused on identifying and warning about the risk of genocide.
In this regard, the US government could draw on formulations—such as those used during the
Kosovo crisis of 1999—that focus on the existence of indicators or precursors of genocide, and
make clear to its partners that those are sufficient to warrant meaningful preventive action.
Statements that warn of such risks should
not be limited to the crimes that fall within
the definition of the Convention, but to
other mass atrocity crimes as well.

Statements that warn of such risks should not be limited to the crimes
that fall within the definition of the Convention, but to other mass
atrocity crimes as well.
Policy makers should ensure that the intelligence community continues
to prioritize collection and analysis regarding atrocity risks to help
ensure that truly preventive policy steps are possible.

Top officials should reinforce signals to the bureaucracy that they are prepared to support such
proposals before atrocity crimes are committed and before they become sufficiently grave or
widespread that consideration might be given to making legal determinations.
6. US government determinations should ordinarily be made at very senior levels.
Approval at senior levels—ordinarily by the secretary of state—enhances the gravitas and durability of a statement that genocide has occurred. Leadership is essential. If and when bureaucratic
barriers arise that begin unduly to consume time and resources, senior officials should act decisively to ensure that the process does not get mired and to drive the process to conclusion.
7. The US government should not refrain from saying that genocide has occurred for the purpose
of avoiding political pressure to respond.
If there are reasons not to take stronger measures than policy makers are willing to take, they
should explain those reasons forthrightly. (In very particular cases, there may be reasons to delay
making a public statement that genocide has been committed, such as where information about
whether attacks on another group constitute genocide is still being gathered, or where a statement
could put vulnerable groups at risk).
8. US government statements should highlight that individuals are responsible for genocide and
should respect due process principles.
Statements should note that final decisions about guilt or innocence of any individuals should
ultimately be decided by competent courts.
9. Separate from any particular crisis, the US government should message strongly that mass
atrocity crimes that fall outside the legal definition of the Genocide Convention are no less
worthy of a robust response.
This is particularly important with respect to crimes against humanity occurring on a massive
scale or that involve an intent to destroy the identity of a group or make it impossible for its
members to continue functioning as a group, even if there is no intent to physically or biologically annihilate its members in the manner that the Genocide Convention has been interpreted to
require.
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Supporting international efforts to develop an appropriate Crimes Against Humanity Convention
and domestic crimes against humanity legislation could contribute in an important way to this
effort.
The US government has repeatedly committed—under the “Responsibility to Protect” doctrine,
various presidential policy statements, and more generally in embracing the principle of “never
again”—to prevent such crimes. Each successive administration should continue to reaffirm the
seriousness of these moral commitments.
10. Advocates (both inside and outside the government) should consider the potential impact of
a genocide determination when assessing whether to press the US government to pursue a
genocide determination in cases where there is uncertainty.
Factors that might strengthen the case for pursuing a determination include whether:
• Governments and the international community are reacting passively in the face of the atrocities.
• The perpetrators are actively working to conceal the gravity of their crimes, or the fact that
their actions are motivated by ethnic or other group-related animus.
• Governments and the international community are focused on the crisis solely through the lens
of conflict resolution or counter-terrorism, and failing to prioritize efforts to stop the abuses
and punish those responsible.
• It would be feasible to gain access to the kind of information that would be needed to show
clearly that the criteria for the crime are satisfied.
• It is a situation in which the voice of the United States will be seen as credible or carry particular weight.
• There are not other ways of spurring policy change or providing solace to victims that would
be more effective.
This is not an exhaustive list—nor is it meant to suggest that a genocide determination should
only be pursued if a particular set of factors are satisfied—but rather is intended to help inform
the choices of advocates faced with limited resources and difficult decisions about what strategies
to pursue.
At the end of the day, perhaps most important is the need to make clear that atrocities have policy consequences, whether or not the atrocities are named. Much of the frustration and alarm that can be felt from
participants in the situations covered in this report emerges from variations on a similar concern: that not
enough is being done to stop or prevent mass killings, and that this may be due in part to the fact that they
are not being recognized as genocide, or, alarming in a different way, that this is so even when the crimes
are recognized as such.
That concern is best addressed, of course, through preventive action before the atrocities have unfolded
to such an extent that a diagnosis of genocide would even seem possible. Given the focus of this report,
however, and the tendency of a determination process to serve as a natural prompt for policy review,
the US government should develop and utilize a “playbook” of potential steps that it could review and
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consider taking both when it identifies a serious risk of genocide or other mass atrocities and again when
it is seriously considering determining whether such crimes have taken place.
To be clear, we do not believe it would be prudent to identify in advance particular policy consequences
that flow automatically from a conclusion by the US government that genocide or other atrocity crimes
have been committed or are threatened. Such automaticity inevitably creates pressure for policy makers to
make—and for advocates to lobby for—decisions based on whether they want those consequences, rather
than based on a candid assessment of the facts. That said, a “playbook” of steps that should at least be
considered when grave risks are present or grave crimes are underway could include steps to:
• Amplify the voices of victims and show solidarity with them (e.g., engaging in meetings of high-level
officials with victims and their advocates, issuing public messages of support, helping ensure victims
are heard before Congress and multilateral bodies, and seeking supportive statements from such bodies)
• Help better protect the victims (e.g., creating, reviewing, or reinforcing peacekeeping or monitoring
missions)
• Impose deterrent consequences (e.g., imposing sanctions, adjusting diplomatic contacts with the perpetrators, reviewing assistance programs from which the perpetrators benefit, and other efforts to stigmatize, hamstring, and stop the perpetrators)
• Address the context of the crimes (e.g., promoting political negotiations to reach a sustainable end to
the surrounding conflict, and supporting conflict mitigation and local peacebuilding efforts)
• Facilitate accountability (e.g., supporting programs or local institutions that can investigate and document
the crimes and otherwise provide a pathway to justice, supporting the creation of accountability mechanisms where existing institutions do not suffice, and supporting apprehension of fugitives)
• Rally support from others (e.g., urging partner governments and private actors to take similar coordinated actions, sending signals that top US officials attach high priority to these efforts, and seeking
support and scrutiny in multilateral forums)
Within the Executive branch, leadership is essential to ensuring such steps are considered and appropriately implemented. When circumstances suggest that large-scale killings or other violence targeting
particular groups may occur, the secretary should either assume responsibility directly or appoint and
empower a senior official to review these and other additional policy steps. Any person that the secretary appoints should have sufficient authority and stature to ensure active cooperation and support from
all relevant bureaus and other US government departments, as well as to obtain additional personnel or
programmatic resources needed to support such actions. In all cases, the secretary and other top State
Department officials should be regularly updated and informed.
For their part, congressional, civil society, and other advocates have an abiding interest in ensuring
appropriate follow-up within the Executive branch, regardless of whether or not it is in the context of a
review of a possible genocide determination. While the steps from the playbook that should be taken will
of course need to be considered on a case-by-case basis, advocates have a strong interest in pressing to
ensure that actions such as those described above are systematically considered, that sufficient resources
are provided to support such actions, and that strong leadership is provided to ensure follow-up.
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Appendix—Case Studies

This appendix provides a more detailed discussion of the situations referred to in the main report. It is
based on publicly available documents concerning US policy statements and deliberations and interviews
with individuals who were personally involved in the relevant situations, and focuses primarily, but not
exclusively, on former and current US officials. The situations were chosen largely based on the availability of records that shine light on the relevant issues.

I. Cold War and Historical Cases
During the period between the 1948 adoption of the Genocide Convention and the end of the Cold War,
senior US government officials publicly used the term genocide to characterize atrocities (in addition to
the Holocaust) committed in Cambodia and Nicaragua, as well as historical atrocities committed before
the Cold War in Armenian-populated areas of the Ottoman Empire and in the Soviet Union. Publicly
available records suggest that there was also internal or public discussion about whether atrocities in
a handful of other situations during this period—including Biafra, Bangladesh, Burundi, Guatemala,
Afghanistan, and Iraq—constituted genocide.
A few observations about these cases are worth noting:
• First, the question of whether genocide had occurred was discussed—even if not always prominently
or in strictly legal terms—even before the United States became a party to the Genocide Convention in
1988. Thus, even in the absence of any US obligations under the Convention, the word genocide was
used to highlight the large scale and targeted nature of the atrocities.
• Second, there are few indications—at least in publicly available records—of extensive legal and factual
analysis of whether the atrocities fell within the legal definition of genocide, and bureaucratic “oversight” of use of the term seems to have been limited.
• Third, as human rights issues began to play a more prominent role in US policy generally, advocates
for action gradually began to press for public US government acknowledgments that genocide had
occurred, including as a means to pressure the US government to take more assertive actions to stop
ongoing atrocities or otherwise change its policy toward the perpetrators. We see the seeds of this trend
toward the end of the period in connection with Cambodia and Iraq, as discussed below, although also
in the earlier case of Biafra.87
• Fourth, cases did arise in which—for various policy reasons—the US government faced and chose to
resist pressure to characterize abuses as genocide, including most prominently in connection with the
Armenian genocide issue. That said, no situation presented the United States with the precise combination of factors—pressure to pronounce on the issue in the face of compelling evidence of genocide
combined with calls for US military intervention—that would lead to genocide language becoming such
a sensitive issue in the early 1990s.
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• Fifth, the US government appears to have used the term “genocide” relatively loosely in these Cold
War cases, at least as compared to the cases—discussed in Sections II and III—that followed. By and
large, “genocide” was treated like a word with weight and a particular stigma attached to it, but the use
of the word did not carry expectations of military intervention. This may be partly attributable to the
fact that, until late in the period, the United States was not a party to the Genocide Convention, so that
any obligation that might exist under the Convention would not have applied to it. That said, in the later
cases, notably Iraq and Cambodia, where advocates were moving to greater use of the word as a point
of leverage, the leverage they sought seems to have been more moral than legal.
We provide below brief thumbnail sketches of these situations, recognizing that they fail to do justice to
the historical complexities and contexts and each could be the subject of an entire study, but hoping to
convey at least a sense of how the genocide issue was addressed within the US government.
A. The Most Prominent Historical Case: The Armenian Genocide
For many years, the State Department has avoided taking a position on whether World War I-era atrocities
by Ottoman Turks against the Armenians constitute genocide and has resisted congressional efforts to do so.
Since at least as early as 1970, the Turkish government has pressed US government officials to dissuade
Congress from characterizing the Ottoman abuses as genocide, indicating that such a statement would
harm US-Turkish relations.88 In 1975, the House of Representatives passed H.J. Res. 148, requesting
that the president issue a proclamation to observe “a day of remembrance for all the victims of genocide, especially those of Armenian ancestry who succumbed to the genocide perpetrated in 1915, and in
whose memory this date is commemorated by all Armenians and their friends throughout the world.”
The resolution was passed only after a series of exchanges between its supporters in the House and the
Ford Administration. In the floor debate, one of the resolution’s House sponsors noted that references
to Turkey had been deleted from the text at the request of the State Department, in response to which
another congressman quipped acerbically: “I assume the gentleman means our State Department and not
the Turkish State Department.”89 The resolution was never taken to a vote in the Senate.90
A more intense dispute played out in connection with a similar resolution in 1984, passed by the House
days after President Ronald Reagan announced his intention to seek US ratification of the Genocide
Convention.91 Publicly released White House records from this period show a protracted, high-level
interplay within the executive branch, refereed by the president’s chief of staff, between national security
advisors concerned with relations with Turkey and domestically focused staff concerned with the views of
Armenian-American voters.92 Following high-level requests from the White House, no further action was
taken on the resolution after it was referred to the Senate Judiciary Committee.93
Similar dynamics played out numerous times over the following years, including after the end of the Cold
War.94 The State Department’s responses to such legislative efforts have focused on the potential impact of
such resolutions on US relations with Turkey, but other arguments have been put forward as well. These
have included arguments that—while the massacres are indisputable—“scholars disagree on the nature
of the killings and the root causes”; the “issue should be left in the hands of scholars and historians”; and
“this is not something that can be mandated or legislated.”95 Congressional advocates for acknowledging
the atrocities as genocide, on the other hand, have argued that doing so was necessary to “preserve the
truth about the Armenian Genocide”; that it was “important . . . for the people who have suffered so much,
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namely the Armenians, to have an official acknowledgement”; and that
“remembering the past hopefully prevents abuses in the future.”96

Several presidential candidates
have said that, if elected, they would
recognize the atrocities against the
Armenians as genocide, but have
declined to do so after taking office.

Several presidential candidates have said that, if elected, they would
recognize the atrocities against the Armenians as genocide, but have
declined to do so after taking office. Presidents do routinely issue
proclamations for Remembrance Day (April 24) that emphasize the
gravity of the atrocities but the proclamations avoid the language of
genocide.97 There routinely are reports at the time of the proclamations alleging that the US government
has succumbed to Turkish pressure.98

The US government’s statements on the issue have not, however, been as uniform as is commonly understood today. For example, shortly after the Genocide Convention was adopted, the US government in
1951 characterized the Turkish massacres of Armenians as being one of a handful of “outstanding examples of the crime of genocide” in a formal submission to the International Court of Justice.99 More prominently, President Reagan issued a Holocaust remembrance proclamation in 1981 that referred specifically
to “the genocide of the Armenians”—a proclamation that is highlighted frequently by advocates in the
Armenian community.100
The Executive branch bureaucracy does not appear to have absorbed President Reagan’s statement. Not
long after his statement—in August 1982—the State Department Bulletin contained an article about
Armenian terrorism that included an accompanying “note” that stated:
Because the historical record of the 1915 events in Asia Minor is ambiguous, the Department of
State does not endorse allegations that the Turkish Government committed a genocide against the
Armenian people. Armenian terrorists use this allegation to justify in part their continuing attacks
on Turkish diplomats and installations.101
The remark was not consistent with either a posture of not taking a position on whether the atrocities
constituted genocide, or with President Reagan’s statement, and a backlash ensued. An “Editor’s Note”
in the following month’s Bulletin sought to distance the State Department from the August 1982 entry by
saying that the interpretive comments “did not necessarily reflect” an official State Department view,102
but the tentative wording only added to the turmoil. Several top State Department officials conducted
written and in-person outreach to angered members of Congress and Armenian diaspora media outlets.103
The department made a somewhat clearer retraction in April 1983, stating in yet another “Editor’s Note”
that the August 1982 statements “were not intended as statements of policy of the United States” and that
they did not “represent any change in US policy.”104 Despite several requests, however, at no point in the
controversy did the department reaffirm President Reagan’s statement.
The issue has remained charged well after the end of the Cold War, and underscores vividly how political
considerations can intrude on an issue with such considerable moral and legal content. In 2005, for example,
the US ambassador to Armenia, John Evans, was removed from his position after making a public statement
that the atrocities in Armenia constituted genocide.”105 The ambassador’s situation had become even more
tenuous when he submitted a statement for inclusion in an award that he had been scheduled to receive that
“in all fairness this award should be given posthumously to President Ronald Reagan, who was the first
American official to correctly term the events of 1915 a genocide, and not to me.106
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B. Biafra
The Biafran war, in which Nigeria’s southeastern region attempted from 1967 to 1970 to secede as an
independent state, presents an early case in which the US government confronted persistent questions
about whether ongoing abuses amounted to genocide. The war came to be associated with starvation and
suffering on a large scale among the breakaway region’s predominantly Igbo (sometimes spelled Ibo)
population, against the backdrop of massive violence in 1966 during which thousands of Igbos were
killed or driven out of the country’s north. Biafran officials sought to mobilize international opinion on
their side of the conflict in part by characterizing the Nigerian government’s actions against them as genocide.107
Allegations that the Nigerian government was responsible for genocide put particular pressure on the
British government, which was supplying arms to Nigeria.108 The British responded to domestic criticism
in part by pressing the Nigerians to allow the presence of international observers whose reporting could
take “the sting out of Biafran claims of genocide.”109 Nigeria did so in August 1968, inviting military
officers from four countries and two international bodies to serve as observers, a subset of whom went on
to produce periodic public reports reviewing, among other issues, the question of whether genocide was
occurring. While the observers lacked legal training or guidance on the issue, they concluded on multiple
occasions that “the use of the term genocide is in no way justified.”110
Biafran efforts had some success on US audiences. Richard Nixon—then a candidate for president—
released a statement in September 1968 calling on President Lyndon Johnson to take more steps to save
lives in Biafra, noting Igbo fears “that surrender means wholesale atrocities and genocide” and warning
that “genocide is what is taking place right now—and starvation is the grim reaper.”111 But both the
Johnson and Nixon administrations sought to push back on congressional and humanitarian calls to
become more actively involved in delivering aid or solving the conflict.112 One observer later described
the rebuttal of genocide allegations as having served to moderate expectations of international action
to protect civilians beyond the provision of relief.113 US officials cited the findings of the observer team
when offering public defenses of their policy,114 which remained largely unchanged under the Nixon
administration115 despite occasional indications that Nixon wished to support the Biafrans.116
Publicly released documents suggest that US officials continued through the remainder of the conflict to
weigh, generally with skepticism, the possibility that genocide was occurring, or, as Biafran forces began
to lose territory, that it might ensue after a Nigerian victory.117 The war ended with Nigerian authorities
regaining control of the region in 1970 and, while an estimated one million people reportedly starved or
otherwise died in the conflict, no massacre ensued at its end.118
C. Bangladesh
The Nixon administration faced another crisis characterized by mass atrocities the following year.
Following national elections in December 1970, the refusal of Pakistan’s military government to recognize the victory of the opposition Awami League—the major political party from what was then East
Pakistan and would soon secede as an independent Bangladesh—plunged the two-part country into crisis.
In March 1971, government forces seeking to keep control in the east launched a massive and brutal military operation in which they killed hundreds of thousands of Bengalis, including many from the Bengali
Hindu minority.119 The United States made little use of its close ties to the Pakistani government to try
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to stop the bloodshed, and was unwilling to use the leverage it had as a long-time supplier of arms and
economic assistance, or to complicate the secret back channel that Pakistan was providing at the time for
negotiations to restore relations between the United States and China.120
The US Consulate in Dhaka (Dacca, at the time) reported the unfolding atrocities to Washington in
harrowing terms that emphasized the genocidal nature of the violence. In a series of telegrams—including
one sent on March 28 entitled “Selective Genocide” and a formal dissent message sent April 6 that
became known as the “Blood telegram,” after Consul General Archer Blood—consulate officials rebuked
their superiors in Washington for their silence and their “moral bankruptcy” in failing to respond.121 Top
State Department officials responsible for South Asian affairs seem to have come close to accepting the
term genocide internally as well, referring to “something approaching genocide of the Hindus” in a policy
memorandum submitted in May to the White House.122
The most prominent of the Nixon administration’s outside critics, Senator Edward Kennedy, answered
“yes” when asked by journalists if Pakistan was committing genocide, and he made similar characterizations before a panel of US officials during a hearing in October and on other occasions in the Senate.123
Kennedy does not appear, however, to have pressed those officials for their view on whether the massacres amounted to genocide—nor are there indications that others pushing to change US policy, either
inside or outside the government, pressed the US government for its assessment of whether the atrocities
amounted to genocide as a means of advocating for such change.
The US government ultimately sustained a policy of near-total silence on the Pakistani abuses throughout
the crisis, not just on the question of whether they amounted to genocide. This was in keeping with a
remark that President Nixon made to Henry Kissinger about the Pakistani crackdown days after it began:
“I wouldn’t put out a statement praising it, but we’re not going to condemn it either.”124
D. Burundi
The US government’s response to mass killings the following year in Burundi was similarly limited.
Since Burundi’s independence from Belgium in 1959, the country’s ruling Tutsi minority had used brutal
violence to preserve its power, conscious of the experience of the Tutsi minority in neighboring Rwanda,
where the Hutu majority had taken power years earlier.125 Following a series of armed attacks by Hutu
groups in April 1972, Burundi’s Tutsi-led security forces launched a campaign of abuse that the US
embassy described at the time as an attempt “to kill every possible Hutu male of distinction over the age
of fourteen” and characterized as “selective genocide.”126 Others similarly made statements that genocide
was occurring, including Belgium’s prime minister, a Washington Post reporter, and the authors of a US
intelligence assessment.127
A number of factors again combined to produce near-total silence from the US government in the face of
unfolding slaughter. These included a fear of backlash for being seen to intervene in the internal affairs
of newly independent African states,128 as well as what one White House staffer described in an internal
memorandum as the Nixon administration’s preference for “avoiding quixotic moral posturing.”129
Once again, while some advocates for a more active US response used the term genocide in describing the
unfolding atrocities, almost none sought to use it more actively to shape the terms of US policy. A senior
State Department lawyer was sufficiently concerned with the US posture toward the ongoing massacres
that he wrote a legal memorandum, apparently unsolicited, emphasizing that the United States had “obliUNITED STATES HOLOCAUST MEMORIAL MUSEUM
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gations under international law in the field of human rights” that “must be taken into account in devising
and executing policy.”130 But the memorandum made no mention of the Genocide Convention, or of
genocide at all, and according to a report released in 1973 by the Carnegie Endowment, no policymaker
asked for an opinion on “whether events in Burundi constituted genocide or any lesser violation of human
rights.”131
The unlikely individual who did seize on the term was President Nixon
himself. In response to a briefing memo on Burundi that he received
The unlikely individual who did seize on
late in the crisis, Nixon complained in a lengthy, hand-written note of
the term was President Nixon himself.
a “double standard” under which the previous year’s crisis in Pakistan
generated an internal and public outcry about his policy but his own
State Department was unwilling to criticize an abusive African government.132 Nixon pressed his staff
for recommendations on how to “show moral outrage,” and later insisted that the United States make “a
strong statement…disapproving Burundi’s genocide” as a condition for his authorization to support a
World Bank loan for the country.133 The World Bank meeting in question was postponed for nearly one
year, however, and State Department and NSC staffers did not implement Nixon’s instruction when the
meeting was later rescheduled.134 Nevertheless, internal documents suggest that the perception of the 1972
killings as genocide soon became accepted within the State Department, even if not publicly articulated.135
E. Soviet and Central American Cases
Tensions between East and West during the Cold War provided the context for some of the US government’s most prolific use of genocide language during this period. Both sides invoked the term frequently
to stigmatize the other. One scholar describes the Genocide Convention as having become, in the context
of the rivalries of the Cold War, “a convenient tool with which to hit the ideological adversary,” albeit
noting that “[w]hen it comes to the rhetorical application of the word genocide, the Soviets proved bigger
offenders than the Americans.”136
On several occasions, particularly during the Reagan administration, US statements contained direct
allegations of Soviet genocide.137 On others, including in statements as far back as the 1950s, US officials used genocide language more cautiously or indirectly, such as by citing the views of others who
had alleged genocide against the Soviet or Chinese governments.138 Such statements often focused on the
Soviet Union’s occupation of Afghanistan, such as when the US ambassador to the United Nations noted
a historian’s characterization of Soviet efforts to pacify the Afghan countryside as “migratory genocide.”139 While US officials appear generally to have stayed away from clear pronouncements on whether
the massive famine in which millions died in Ukraine and other areas of the Soviet Union (known as the
Holodomor) constituted genocide, some US remarks appear to have alluded to the possibility.140
For their part, the Soviets did not hesitate to make allegations of genocide. They frequently pointed to the
failure of the United States to ratify the Convention, and pointed to historic mistreatment of Native Americans and discrimination against African-Americans as the reason for it.141 Indeed, the Reagan Administration pointed to the embarrassing position this created for the United States when it pursued ratification of
the Convention in the 1980s.142
Some of the US statements alleging Soviet genocide were made in the specific context of US efforts in
the 1980s to generate or sustain political support for US assistance to the contra rebels in Nicaragua.
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President Reagan and senior State Department officials also stated or suggested on several occasions
that the Communist-aligned Nicaraguan government itself was committing genocide against the country’s Miskito (or Mesquito) Indian population.143 As with several of the other US statements during this
period, it is difficult to discern the degree to which the statements alleging genocide against the Miskito
were underpinned by legal and factual analysis. White House documents suggest the genocide allegation
may have been prompted by a February 1982 report by Freedom House that was circulated among White
House officials and concluded that “the possibility of genocide” against Miskito and other Indians should
be investigated.”144 Secretary Haig described Nicaraguan policy toward the Indians as “genocidal” in a
congressional hearing a few days later.145 Americas Watch, a human rights group that documented abuses
in Nicaragua during the period, concluded in reports published at the time that there was not a basis for
the strongest US allegations of human rights abuses, including against the Miskito Indians.146
There were also allegations of genocide in the 1980s in the context of Guatemala, where the US-backed
military government committed abuses against indigenous Mayan and other civilian populations in the
course of seeking to suppress an armed insurgency that was seen as supported by communist governments.147 We have been unable to locate publicly-available documents that shed significant light on the
US government’s contemporaneous assessment of the validity of such allegations.148 Reporting from the
US embassy in 1982 makes clear that the US government was aware that some critics were describing
the conduct of Guatemalan security forces as “genocidal,”149 and an internal memo sent within the State
Department’s human rights bureau later that year suggests that some US officials were doubtful that the
embassy’s reporting—which was skeptical of allegations against government forces—provided a strong
basis to assess some of those allegations.150
F. Iraqi Abuses Against the Kurds
Toward the end of the Reagan administration, the Iraqi government launched a brutal counterinsurgency
campaign—including chemical-weapon attacks on civilians—against the country’s rural Kurdish population, which it saw as disloyal for having sometimes sided with Iran during the two countries’ ongoing war.
The chemical attack on the village of Halabja in March 1988 would become the most notorious, but a new
Iraqi attack in August, after the war with Iran had ended, led to a moment of intense domestic scrutiny of
US policy toward Iraq.151 While the US reaction to the attacks focused primarily on the chemical weapons
issue,152 public and congressional pressure—including an extensive report prepared for the Senate Foreign
Relations Committee by staffers Peter Galbraith and future Senator Chris Van Hollen153—forced the
administration to consider, at least briefly, the possibility that the Iraqi government’s abuses constituted
genocide.
Major newspaper columnists began to echo earlier statements by Kurdish officials that the attacks
amounted to genocide.154 In September 1988, shortly after Secretary George Shultz overrode internal
objections and authorized the State Department to publicly confirm its assessment that Iraq had indeed
used chemical weapons,155 Senator Claiborne Pell, chairman of the Senate Foreign Relations Committee,
introduced “the Prevention of Genocide Act.” The bill included a finding that “Iraq’s campaign against the
Kurdish people appears to constitute an act of genocide” and would have specifically required the president to certify that “Iraq is not committing genocide against the Kurdish population of Iraq” before the
executive branch could lift the various sanctions the bill would have imposed.156
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The State Department did not agree with Pell’s assessment of the crimes, stating on September 13 in a
written response to the bill that “we could not characterize Iraqi actions as ‘genocide’ based on evidence
available at this time.”157 While the Senate had passed Pell’s legislation unanimously the day it was
introduced, the text attracted greater scrutiny and resistance in the House, which declined to adopt even a
watered-down version of the bill that did not contain either the genocide determination or the genocide-related certification requirement.158
Saddam Hussein’s statements and actions in 1990, however, would fundamentally change the lens
through which the US government viewed and described his abuses in the future. After an April speech
in which Hussein called for the destruction of Israel, another US senator introduced a package of legislative restrictions on assistance to Iraq that, as with the 1988 bill, could only be lifted if the administration
certified Iraq was “in substantial compliance with its obligations” under a variety of international treaties,
including the Genocide Convention. After Iraq invaded Kuwait in August, Congress passed legislation
that imposed a similar certification requirement.159 While these provisions did not actually require a reassessment of the Anfal abuses, President George H.W. Bush—in his October address to the UN General
Assembly—said what the US government had denied before: that Saddam Hussein’s government had
conducted a “genocidal, poison-gas war waged against Iraq’s own Kurdish villagers.”160
Despite this shift in language, the US government’s factual assessment of the Anfal crimes remained
unsettled, and the issue would arise again in the 1990s as discussed in the next segment of the report.
G. Cambodia/Khmer Rouge
The Cambodia case is complicated. There is a widespread public understanding that the atrocities
committed by the Khmer Rouge government during its 1975-1978 rule constituted genocide, but a large
portion of its atrocities were directed against the “wrong” kinds of groups—political and social groups, as
opposed to “national, ethnical, racial or religious” groups—to fit neatly into the definition of genocide in
the 1948 Convention. Indeed, only over time did it become well-understood that some of the atrocities—
such as those directed against the ethnic Vietnamese and Cham—fit within the Convention’s definition.161
State Department lawyers recognized early the potential gap between the abuses and the Genocide
Convention, and they expressed doubts internally that, at least on the basis of the facts as then known, the
Khmer Rouge atrocities constituted genocide.162 Nevertheless, in September 1978, they proactively sought
to stir the British government’s interest in bringing a formal genocide case against Cambodia in the International Court of Justice, telling their UK colleagues that the negative publicity generated by an ICJ case
could inhibit further atrocities.163 In the end, the British lawyers concluded the substance of the allegation
was too doubtful and declined to move forward with an ICJ case.164 As the Carter administration faced
pressure to make clear how its human rights policy applied to this gravest of cases, its rhetorical condemnation of the Khmer Rouge came to include, on a handful of occasions, statements that at least obliquely
characterized Khmer Rouge abuses as genocide.165
Vietnam’s invasion of Cambodia in December 1978 changed the geopolitical context. The Khmer Rouge
were ousted and a government aligned with the Soviet Union was installed at a time when US ties with
Moscow were fraught and relations with China were stronger. This shift in power created strong incentives for the United States to tamp down its rhetoric regarding the Khmer Rouge, as part of a broader
decision by the United States to support the Cambodian opposition—which included the Khmer Rouge—
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in opposing Vietnam’s invasion as unlawful aggression. This extended to supporting the seating of Pol
Pot’s ousted regime to continue representing Cambodia in the United Nations.166 Fearful of reinforcing
Vietnam’s argument that the Khmer Rouge’s crimes had justified its invasion, Carter administration
officials appear to have ceased alluding to the ex-regime’s atrocities as genocide from early 1979, and
in a number of instances instead used the term to describe the conduct of the Vietnam-backed successor
government.167 Reagan Administration officials did use genocide language regarding the Khmer Rouge
from time to time thereafter, though usually in the context of general statements about atrocities or
Communist rule, rather than statements focused on Cambodia.168 Through all this, however, the State
Department’s Office of the Legal Adviser had never formally concluded that the Khmer Rouge atrocities
in fact fell within the definition of genocide.169
The US government ultimately confronted the issue in a more systematic way in connection with the
Cambodian peace talks that began with a multinational conference held in Paris in 1989, and continued
in New York, Beijing, Jakarta, and elsewhere. In preparing for those peace talks and the negotiations of
arrangements for power sharing in a potential transitional government, the US participants anticipated
that the Vietnamese and their Cambodian allies would take every opportunity to justify the invasion—and
the exclusion of the Khmer Rouge from a future government—by claiming that the invasion had saved
Cambodia from “genocide” while, for their part, the Cambodian opposition would insist on characterizing the main issue as Vietnamese “settlers”—those who had come to Cambodia after the invasion and
symbolized Vietnamese hegemony over the country. The twin issues of “genocide” and “settlers” permeated much of the 1989 conference and, predictably, the two sides were unable to agree on mention of the
words.170 For its part, the United States saw no advantage in intervening in the debate and avoided stating
a formal view on whether the atrocities constituted genocide.171
After the 1989 conference ended without an agreement, key members of Congress sharply criticized the
administration’s approach. They had expressed concern as early as 1979 that the Khmer Rouge were
likely to fight their way back into power if Vietnam withdrew its forces from Cambodia without appropriate arrangements in place to exclude them.172 As Vietnamese withdrawal now loomed, they expressed
alarm that the US government was not taking a sufficiently hardline posture in ensuring arrangements
that would prevent the Khmer Rouge from regaining power. At a House Foreign Affairs Subcommittee
hearing in September 1989, Chairman Stephen Solarz and Congressman Chester Atkins raised particular concerns that the United States in Paris had not supported draft language that the Khmer Rouge was
responsible for genocide—the deletion of which Atkins, at least, saw as giving the group legitimacy and
facilitating its entry into a transitional government.173 They pressed Assistant Secretary of State for East
Asian and Pacific Affairs Richard Solomon to say at the hearing whether “what happened in Cambodia
between 1975 and 1979 can appropriately be characterized as genocide.” Solomon declined to provide
a direct answer, saying that the legal definition was complex and that in any event there were practical
concerns that using the word would bolster the Vietnamese negotiating position in the talks. Solomon’s
unwillingness to use the word “genocide” appeared to fuel the Congressmen’s concerns about the US
government’s posture toward the Khmer Rouge’s participation in a new government.174
At a hearing two months later where Solomon’s deputy and the department’s deputy legal adviser testified, Solarz and Atkins pressed the point again, as it had been anticipated they would. US officials had
discussed how to answer these questions after the September hearing, though different participants have
different recollections of the decision-making process. Unlike the later cases in Bosnia and Rwanda,
it appears that no formal memorandum was prepared for approval by the secretary of state.175 In any
event, the deputy legal adviser, Michael Young, testified that the Khmer Rouge had committed genocide,
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but said that he wanted to qualify his answer to make clear that the term “genocide” “seemed somewhat under-inclusive for what [the Khmer Rouge] actually did.”176 Apparently perceiving even Young’s
remarks as evasive, an annoyed Congressman Atkins cut off the explanation, saying that he had had
enough of “namby-pamby sensitivities.”177
The resistance to what Congressman Atkins viewed as parsing of the words by the administration witness
was in some ways a harbinger of what we will see in later situations in which advocates became impatient with anything they perceived as equivocation. In any event, the State Department provided a formal
written answer after the hearing that made clear the point that the deputy legal adviser had wanted to
make—i.e., that it was only the attacks against particular groups that constituted genocide. His answer
stated —
The Convention’s definition of genocide does not, however, address the full extent of atrocities committed by members of the Khmer Rouge. Mass murder not intended to destroy any of
[the groups mentioned] is not genocide under the Convention, regardless of the numbers killed.
Because much of the Khmer Rouge slaughter was random, politically motivated, or the result of
harsh conditions imposed on society at large, many acts would probably not constitute genocide
as defined in the Convention.178

II. Bosnia and Rwanda and Other Cases from the 1990s
The Bosnia and Rwanda experiences from the early 1990s are the clear antecedents of the process now
used for making decisions about whether to say that genocide has been committed. They are remembered
for the resistance shown by senior State Department leaders to embracing such conclusions, and the
strong perception that the resistance was part of a broader strategy of avoiding pressure to take actions
that they did not want to take. The sense of US evasiveness on the topic fueled a lasting impression that
Executive branch pronouncements on these issues should be viewed with skepticism, and have led journalists and advocates to raise the issue frequently in subsequent crises. Later in the decade, in Kosovo,
the evident US willingness to take strong preventive action seemed to mitigate the pressure on the US
government to use the term.
A. Bosnia and Rwanda
Speaking before the separatist Bosnian Serb Parliament in May 1992—before he had become notorious for his brutality in the war that was just beginning to unfold—Bosnian Serb General Ratko Mladic
cautioned his fellow Serbs:
We cannot cleanse, nor can we have a sieve to sift, so that only Serbs could stay, or that the Serbs
would fall through and the rest leave....People, that would be genocide.179
The Serbs eventually proceeded in precisely the way that Mladic described. Why, then, did it take the
United States government two years to reach and state what Mladic himself had concluded?
In 1994, the US government took two months to acknowledge that the murders of Tutsi and other civilians in Rwanda constituted genocide—a much shorter delay, but nonetheless a delay that the State Depart-
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ment’s senior human rights official has described by lamenting that “the strongest country in the world
took two months to conclude the obvious...”180 Why did this prove to be such a difficult question?
In both Bosnia and Rwanda, senior US officials believed that characterizing the atrocities as genocide
would trigger pressure on the US government to take actions it was not prepared to take. US officials
accordingly used a variety of formulations that avoided such a straightforward characterization. The
eventual exposure of this approach became a source of significant embarrassment, and helped shape how
the US government would handle genocide language in the future, and how the broader public perceived
its significance.
Some skepticism of official pronouncements on these issues may be
inevitable, in that the judgments that underpin such statements turn on
facts and legal conclusions that are hard to establish, and inevitably
arise in politically fraught contexts. But the sense that the US government had been less than forthright in the way it spoke about Bosnia
and Rwanda has led to lasting skepticism about its willingness to speak
candidly about the issue of genocide.

[T]he sense that the US government
had been less than forthright in the way
it spoke about Bosnia and Rwanda
has led to lasting skepticism about its
willingness to speak candidly about the
issue of genocide.

How did this occur?
The Bush administration faces reports of Serb atrocities in Bosnia. As the war in former Yugoslavia
intensified, the US government had been receiving reports since at least the spring of 1992 that Bosnian
Serb forces were carrying out systematic abuses against civilians and captured soldiers—including
running rape camps, executing prisoners, and detaining men in abusive conditions.181 Journalists like
Newsday’s Roy Gutman brought the issue front and center with reports in early August that the Serbs had
established “two concentration camps in which more than 1,000 civilians have been executed or starved
and thousands more are being held until they die.”182 Within days of Gutman’s report, US and other audiences were confronted with televised images of the wasted bodies of men and boys crowded helplessly
behind barbed wire fences.183
The images from Bosnia conjured horrific memories of the Holocaust and seemed to test the international
community’s oft-repeated commitment to “never again” allow such crimes to occur. Bush Administration officials, facing an increasingly serious challenge in the upcoming presidential election, sensed the
imperative for action. Shortly after the images began reaching the public, President Bush spoke about “the
terrifying violence that’s occurring in Bosnia” as evidence of “the need to deal with this problem effectively.” He drew the connection between the Bosnian Serb detention camps and the moral legacy of the
Holocaust, saying that “[t]he shocking brutality of genocide in World War II in those concentration camps
are burning memories for all of us.”184 He told the press that he could not yet confirm that there was “a
genocidal process going on there” while saying that genocide—“if that is proven”—would compound the
problem.185
But while all seemed to agree “that can’t happen again,” there were very different schools of thought
about what the United States should do to stop it. Then-candidate Bill Clinton, who had also raised
the parallels to the Holocaust, proposed air strikes against Bosnian Serb targets and lifting a UN arms
embargo that was hindering Bosnian Muslims from obtaining weapons.186 President Bush was more
cautious, committing to ensure the delivery of humanitarian relief and to take further steps to isolate the
Serbian government, but also emphasizing the need to verify the reports coming from the detention camps
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as part of a broader pushback against the impulse to use military force. This fit in with the view, described
later in Secretary of State James Baker’s memoirs, that US vital interests were not at stake in the Yugoslavia crisis and that the US government needed “to make the Europeans step up to the plate.”187
Caught between these pressures, Bush administration officials developed what Samantha Power called
“a spin on events in the Balkans that helped temper public enthusiasm for involvement.”188 This included
focusing on the intractability of the conflict and the risks of intervention, but also included an effort to
manage perceptions of the gravity of the crimes.
In early August, the administration seemed to walk back its initial statements confirming reports about
the camps, leading one reporter to remark that he had never seen the State Department press corps so
agitated. A sense of distrust about the administration’s characterizations of the situation quickly set in.189
On August 20, after Red Cross officials had been allowed into many of the camps, a journalist asked the
State Department spokesperson, “Has the United States reached any conclusion about whether these are,
in fact, concentration camps and whether there is a systematic genocide going on behind those doors?”
The spokesperson said that “the horrible conditions that are in many of these places are amply demonstrated,” but added that the Red Cross had not found “substantiated evidence of . . .systematic killing”
and that the State Department had not been able to do so.190 The questioner’s use of the word “genocide”
was not necessarily intended in a technical or legal sense, and it did not necessarily follow that the killings—even if done systematically—would necessarily have constituted “genocide” within the meaning
of the 1948 Convention. In any event, the seeming reluctance of the administration to speak forthrightly
reinforced the impression of evasiveness. That impression was further reinforced when, upon resigning in
August 1992, one of the State Department’s Yugoslavia desk officers complained to The Washington Post
that “strong language and graphic reports of suffering in Bosnia were often deleted or watered down by
mid-level officials seeking to minimize the pressure for US intervention.”191
Three strands of the story thus quickly came together: reports of horrible atrocities that, at a minimum,
had echoes of Nazi crimes that could not be allowed to repeat; a Bush administration that sought to deflect
pressure for getting more deeply involved, at least in the sense of military intervention; and critics in the
press and elsewhere that were suspicious of administration statements that appeared designed to temper
the reports of atrocities. It was against this backdrop that use of the word genocide emerged as a significant issue, based on the hope for some, fear for others, that describing the atrocities as “genocide” would
fuel political or legal pressure for more robust US action.
Steps toward justice and accountability. On a different track, State Department lawyers, intelligence
analysts, and others began developing strategies for an international criminal tribunal to hold perpetrators
of atrocities accountable. In the fall, then-Deputy Secretary Lawrence Eagleburger tasked the intelligence
community to collect information on genocide and other international humanitarian law violations. 192
In December, after taking over as secretary of state and after President Clinton’s election, Eagleburger
spoke specifically about Serb atrocities at the International Conference on the Former Yugoslavia in
Geneva. Eagleburger stated that we know “crimes against humanity occurred,” and—more strikingly—
that “we know, moreover, which forces committed those crimes, and under whose command they operated,” and—more strikingly yet—that Milosevic, Karadzic, and Mladic bore “political and command
responsibility for the crimes against humanity which I have described.”193
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Eagleburger’s decision to use the “crimes against humanity” language,
and even to name names, appears to have been taken with little if any
Eagleburger’s decision to use the
of the formal process that we have come to associate with statements
“crimes against humanity” language,
that genocide has been committed. Eagleburger himself suggested
and even to name names, appears to
that he made the decision to do so on the way to the Conference, after
have been taken with little if any of the
speaking with Elie Wiesel and deciding that “it was time we started.”194
formal process that we have come to
There was apparently no long memorandum teeing up a decision on
associate with statements that genocide
whether the atrocities fell within any legal definition of “crimes against
has been committed.
humanity,” and one of the lawyers involved at the time said the conclusion “just seemed obvious.”195 In any event, upon making his statement, Eagleburger went on to say that “for whatever period of time is left to us, that is until the 20th of
January, this is going to be a theme. And I hope the next administration picks it up.”196
As important as these statements were, Eagleburger did not utter the word genocide. The United States in
December did support a resolution in the UN General Assembly that condemned the Serbian-led practice
of ethnic cleansing and explicitly equated it with genocide, and another resolution in the UN Commission
of Human Rights that called on governments to evaluate whether the atrocities occurring in Bosnia and
Croatia amounted to genocide.197 But saying the word was a line that the US government would not itself
cross, much to the chagrin of lower level officials pushing for recognition of genocide and US military
action to stop it. Two such officials submitted a dissent channel memorandum arguing that the Serbs were
committing genocide. Eagleburger indicated that he found the memorandum persuasive, but said that he
did not want to preempt the incoming Clinton Administration from making its own judgment.198
What was at stake in publicly using the word “genocide”? Overall, there appear to have been at least
three goals of those who wanted the State Department to label the Serb atrocities as genocide. Some saw
it primarily as a question of speaking the truth, others affirmatively wanted to trigger a legal obligation
to intervene (or at least public pressure that would make lack of action politically costly), and still others
were focused on setting the stage for investigation and punishment of those responsible.199
To the extent that this debate about genocide turned on whether the definition was satisfied, the contours
of the legal arguments are not completely clear from the public documentation—e.g., the extent to which
proponents were arguing that the number of Bosnian Muslims actually killed constituted a sufficient
“part” of the group, that “destruction” of the group could occur by virtue of efforts to make it impossible
to continue functioning as a group within Bosnia, or that at least some actors had the intent to physically
annihilate virtually the entire Bosnian Muslim population, as opposed to simply driving them from the
territory that the Serbs sought to control.
The Clinton Administration takes office. President Clinton made statements during his campaign
that raised expectations regarding his Bosnia policy, but the question of whether the ongoing atrocities
amounted to “genocide” does not seem to have played a major role as the new administration began to
develop its approach. Soon after President Clinton’s inauguration, and following a series of high-level
meetings, Secretary Warren Christopher announced a series of new steps that the administration would
take toward resolving the Yugoslavia conflict. Christopher laid out the stakes of the situation in forceful
terms, and stated that “Bold tyrants and fearful minorities are watching to see whether ‘ethnic cleansing’
is a policy [that] the world will tolerate.” The steps that Christopher announced, however, contemplated
using US force only to help enforce a peace agreement, not to press the parties into one or to protect civilians in the absence of one.200
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There were of course arguments for and against taking some of the specific steps being pushed by advocates. There was particular debate about proposals to lift the arms embargo on Bosnia, which would assist
the Bosnian Muslims but which European governments indicated would prompt them to withdraw their
peacekeepers, leaving the prospect that the United States would be seen as responsible for filling the gap.
Whatever the rationale, many advocates within the State Department were disappointed in the new policy
and continued to dissent.201
In the following months, a familiar dynamic emerged in which the administration, faced with pressure
to take strong steps, resisted making statements that genocide was occurring that would exacerbate that
pressure. Christopher had spoken of “near genocidal, or perhaps genocidal conditions” in his confirmation
hearing,202 but by spring he was parrying a rolling series of questions from members of Congress about
whether genocide was occurring. His responses followed a general pattern: embracing the questioner’s
concern about the situation; stressing the importance of stopping the abuses, however they were labeled;
but using the word “genocide” only in a hedged formulation, such as saying the atrocities were “tantamount to genocide” or that some of the acts “could constitute genocide,” and emphasizing the technical
and legal character of the question.203
Christopher’s consistent use of hedged language made clear that it was not accidental. Indeed, after an
April hearing at which Christopher said to Representative Frank McCloskey that he “would look into and
get back to you” about whether the ethnic cleansing “meets the technical legal definition of genocide,”204
the State Department’s Bosnia desk officer was tasked with drafting and clearing a response. He prepared
a draft that said that “the United States Government believes that the practice of ‘ethnic cleansing’ in
Bosnia includes actions that meet the international definition of genocide as well as constitute other war
crimes,” but senior State Department staff in consultation with Christopher did not approve the draft.205
Congressman McCloskey’s question was left unanswered.
At a hearing in May, Christopher took one step even further back, suggesting that the situation in Bosnia
was different from the Holocaust by saying “I never heard of any genocide by the Jews against the
German people, but here you have atrocities by all sides, which makes this problem exceedingly difficult to deal with.”206 The State Department spokesperson had to publicly clarify that the secretary was
not suggesting the Bosnian government was committing genocide, and the acting assistant secretary
for human rights submitted a memorandum that a State Department dissenter described as “reminding
the secretary that Serb and Bosnian Serb forces were responsible for the vast majority of war crimes in
Bosnia.”207 In June, State Department Counselor Tim Wirth answered a question from Representative
McCloskey in June by stating, mistakenly, that the department had already said that what was occurring
was genocide. When McCloskey asked for a copy of that statement by the next afternoon, Wirth said
“[w]e will get that right back to you.”208 But no such statement existed for the State Department to submit.
Knowing that Christopher was unwilling to refer to genocide without caveats, there were efforts to
develop a compromise formulation for responding to McCloskey, which the relevant bureaus submitted
to Christopher by memorandum dated October 1. It was pursuant to that memorandum that Christopher approved statements that “acts of genocide” had occurred in Bosnia.209 Christopher withdrew his
approval, however, after McCloskey called on him to resign in an October 24 op-ed that, among other
things, cited that Christopher had “steadfastly refused to describe Serbian atrocities in Bosnia as genocide.”210 As a result, the State Department did not submit the “acts of genocide” compromise language to
Congress until mid-November, when it submitted a response to the House subcommittee under Wirth’s
name.211 “Acts of genocide” thereafter became the department’s phrase of choice, and was for example the
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phrase that it used in the Bosnia section of its annual Human Rights Report, which it published in January
1994.212 The exact meaning of the phrase attracted some scrutiny from journalists in February, though
most of their questions focused on an account of Christopher’s reversal that had been leaked through
McCloskey’s office to the press.213
Slaughter begins in Rwanda. That is where the situation stood when the plane carrying Rwanda and
Burundi’s presidents was shot down on April 6 and Hutu militias in Rwanda began a campaign of mass
killings of Tutsi and politically moderate Hutu civilians. The aversion to saying the word “genocide” was
by this point firmly implanted within the US government. It was widely understood that use of the word
“can increase the political expectation that the [US government] will ‘do something,’” and that “for this
reason, decisions on whether to use the ‘genocide’ label in the former Yugoslavia have been taken personally by the Secretary.”214
If anything, this view applied even more strongly to the Rwanda crisis. As has been widely noted, the killings of US military personnel serving in a UN mission in Somalia in October 1993 had devastated already
weak congressional support for participating in or even funding UN peacekeeping missions. The administration’s initial response to the Rwanda crisis reflected a singular focus on demonstrating its commitment to restraint in the face of pressures to support UN peacekeeping responses, especially in situations
seen as marginal to core US interests and in which there was no clear path to strategic success.215 After
completing the evacuation of US citizens and embassy personnel from Rwanda, the administration—
encouraged by key members of Congress who stressed that the United States had no interests at stake in
Rwanda216—proposed the total withdrawal of the UN peacekeeping mission (UNAMIR).217 The Security
Council had deployed the mission the previous year to support implementation of a power-sharing agreement between the Hutu-dominated government and a Tutsi-led rebel force.
The recognition that the killings might constitute genocide appears to have come quickly within the US
government.218 Pressure for the administration to say so emerged from outside as well. The State Department’s press spokesperson initially demurred, saying more study was needed, especially on the question
of genocidal intent,219 but there was mounting pressure for a response. The Vatican asked the United
States to join a public statement calling the killings “genocide” and asking for concerted action to stop
them.220 The US Committee on Refugees called for the United States “to declare formally that the massacres in Rwanda constitute genocide” as “an important step necessary for establishing the moral, legal, and
political context for forceful action by the international community.”221 In the Security Council, member
states pressing for steps aimed at stopping the genocide sought to include language that at least alluded to
genocide in a statement as a way to emphasize the gravity of the situation and strengthen their position.222
In mid-May, an initiative by Canada to hold a special session of the United Nations Human Rights
Commission on Rwanda forced the United States to consider how it would deal with the genocide
language that would inevitably be proposed for any final resolution of the session.223 Relevant bureaus
drafted a memorandum for the secretary’s approval to authorize a State Department position saying that
“genocide” had occurred.224
The final version of the memorandum—dated May 20—is particularly important for our purposes as the
only publicly available memorandum that actually embodies the process that this report addresses—i.e.,
that is the actual vehicle for recommending that the secretary approve characterizing the relevant atrocities as “genocide.” By the time the final version of the memorandum had been submitted, a compromise had been struck, so the memorandum itself does not set out the differences of views that had been
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expressed. As the final memorandum recommended, Secretary Christopher authorized only that State
Department officials could say publicly that “acts of genocide” had occurred but, in international fora
such as the UN Human Rights Commission, US delegations would be authorized to support resolutions
that said more broadly that “genocide” had occurred.225
The exact sequence of events leading to the compromise is not entirely clear, but supporters of the
unadorned “genocide has occurred” language were severely disappointed. In his memoirs, Assistant
Secretary for Democracy, Human Rights and Labor John Shattuck—one of the senders of the memorandum—described the use of the “acts of genocide” formulation as a low point, and commented that he
was “sickened by this debate over terminology.” In his words:
the strongest country in the world took two months to conclude the obvious, during which time it
avoided what was arguably an international legal responsibility ‘to actually do something’ about a
genocide in progress.226
As the May 20 memorandum indicates, the question of whether genocide had occurred was not itself a
close call. The department’s legal adviser said there was a “strong basis” to conclude that the killings and
abuses have been committed with the intent to destroy the Tutsis in whole or in part, and that the “part”
of the Tutsi population being targeted “can readily be considered substantial.”227 In support of the recommendation, the bureaus appealed to the need for the US government to be in a position “to press for a
strong resolution condemning the violence and calling for action,” but also advanced a more defensive
argument about the importance of preserving US credibility in the eyes of those “who may question how
much evidence we can legitimately require before coming to a policy conclusion.”228
Unlike in Bosnia, when formal criminal prosecutions were eventually brought, the UN Tribunal for
Rwanda readily concluded that genocide had been committed. The only issue that seems to have triggered
conceptual questions was whether the Hutus and Tutsis actually were distinct “ethnic groups” within the
meaning of the Genocide Convention. The Tribunal eventually concluded that they were,229 but it is interesting that this issue was not even considered as part of the State Department’s decision-making process
at the time, and certainly was not something on which slow decision-making could be blamed.
The understanding of the phrase “acts of genocide.” It is not clear what Christopher or others in the
State Department saw as the difference between “genocide” and “acts of genocide,” although the distinction was taken seriously. The phrase is not inherently suspect or evasive—indeed, UN and other official
bodies have referred to “acts of genocide” in pronouncements on the subject without attracting a perception that they are equivocating230—but it came to have specific connotations for the United States in the
Bosnia and Rwanda crises.
For his part, Christopher suggested in June 1994 that he preferred the phrase “acts of genocide” because
it was the term used by the relevant international treaties231—presumably in the sense that Article III of
the Genocide Convention makes certain “acts” punishable, such as “conspiracy to commit genocide” or
“complicity in genocide.” That said, it is no less true that “genocide” itself is also one of those punishable acts, and indeed the core language of the Convention says that “genocide” is a crime under international law and “genocide” is what the parties to the Convention undertake an obligation to prevent and to
punish.
Other explanations are possible as well. Publicly released US documents also suggest that the use of “acts
of genocide” was variously intended:
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• To signal that some but not all the killings occurring amounted to genocide232
• To emphasize individual as opposed to collective responsibility for the crimes that were occurring233
• To emphasize that Article II of the Convention defines genocide as certain “acts” (e.g., killing or
causing serious bodily or mental harm) committed with the intent to destroy a group234
• To avoid an implication that a conclusion had been reached that Bosnia’s or Rwanda’s leadership was
responsible235
These distinctions are not implausible but none seem to truly require the insistence upon referring to “acts
of genocide.” Among other things, it seems tautologically true that—if “acts of genocide” have occurred
in a country—then “genocide” must have occurred in that country. Indeed, as noted above, in April
1993, Secretary Christopher reportedly rejected a formulation regarding Bosnia that the United States
believed the ethnic cleansing “includes actions that meet the international definition of genocide,” as well
as a similar formulation in September.236 Those formulations would seem to have satisfied a concern for
making clear that only some of the acts were being characterized as genocide. Perhaps most tellingly,
a guidance document prepared for officials in the State Department’s Africa Bureau late in the Rwanda
crisis stated straightforwardly that “There is no legal significance to the use of the term ‘acts of genocide’
instead of ‘genocide.’”237
Abandoning the distinction. It thus seems clear that the term was seen as stopping short of a line that
senior administration officials did not want to cross for fear of the consequences that would flow from
saying “genocide.” Yet the formal legal advice provided to policymakers, including in the May 20 memorandum, stated clearly that there would not be “any particular legal consequences” for the United States of
finding that genocide occurred. Even if policymakers clearly understood that—and there are some indications they did not238—it is clear that Secretary Christopher and others perceived that saying “genocide”
would as a political matter unleash significant pressure. Indeed, that was the understanding of both those
who wanted to avoid the pressure and at least many of those who saw pushing for clear language as a
means of creating pressure.
Not surprisingly, given the various and shifting rationales that appeared in internal documents, the State
Department’s spokespersons could not offer a clear explanation for the “acts of genocide” distinction.239
Journalists soon established what was happening. On June 10, a front page New York Times article
reported: “Trying to avoid the rise of moral pressure to stop the mass killing in Rwanda, the Clinton
Administration has instructed its spokesmen not to describe the deaths
there as genocide, even though some senior officials believe that is
exactly what they represent.” The article noted specifically that “the
The phrase [acts of genocide] became
State Department and the National Security Council have drafted
an object of suspicion and derision. At
guidance instructing spokesmen to say merely that ‘acts of genocide
the State Department press briefing
may have occurred.’”240 The phrase became an object of suspicion and
that day, a reporter asked incredulously,
derision. At the State Department press briefing that day, a reporter
“How many acts of genocide does it
asked incredulously, “How many acts of genocide does it take to make
take to make genocide?”
genocide?”241 It is hard to imagine at that point what a persuasive
response would have been.
At a press availability that evening in Istanbul, Christopher finally relented. Asked point-blank if “the
events that are now occurring in Rwanda constitute genocide or not,” he replied: “They certainly are acts
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of genocide. I think that is the operative term that is used from a legal standpoint. If there is any particular
magic in calling it genocide, I have no hesitancy in saying that.”242 Even after a similar piece ran the next
day on The Washington Post’s front page, it appears to have taken time for Christopher’s statement to be
taken as a signal that the State Department could drop the “acts of” language.243 Christopher eventually
put a more emphatic end to the issue, for both Bosnia and Rwanda, at a Senate hearing on June 30. In
response to a passing reference to the genocide terminology issue, Christopher defended the use of “acts
of genocide” as appropriate but reemphasized his comfort with the unqualified term “genocide,” making
clear for the first time that that comfort extended to Bosnia as well.
With respect to Rwanda, I’d like to see if I couldn’t dispel this fog about the issue of genocide.
The international treaties use the word “acts of genocide,” and it’s for that reason that we have
used, with respect to both Bosnia and Rwanda, the phrase “acts of genocide.” But if the question
is asked to me, as it was when I was overseas a couple of weeks ago, whether there was genocide,
I have no hesitation in saying that there was genocide in Rwanda and had been genocide, is genocide, in Bosnia as well.244
The secretary went on to emphasize that the US government was discharging its obligations to prevent
and punish, citing in particular the progress being made on a Yugoslavia tribunal.
From this point on, US references to genocide in Bosnia and Rwanda were generally made without the
“acts of” parsing. But these events had an impact that continued long after the atrocities themselves.
David Halberstam’s War in a Time of Peace and Samantha Power’s A Problem from Hell feature the
famous State Department press conferences as part of broader critiques of the Clinton administration’s
foreign policy and the US government’s history of responding to genocide, respectively.245 PBS Frontline’s Ghosts of Rwanda miniseries similarly brought the Rwanda experience to the attention of a large
public audience. Fairly or unfairly, this coverage helped cement the perception for future situations that
nuances or vagueness in the way that the State Department spoke about genocide were suspect—a signal
that it was acting in bad faith to avoid responsibilities for addressing a crisis.246 The incidents made such
an impression that journalists would still invoke them 20 years later, when a US administration was
hesitant to use genocide language even as it was conducting airstrikes to defeat the ISIS perpetrators in
northern Iraq.247
Subsequent Assessments by International Courts and Tribunals. One of the most important responses
to the atrocities was the creation by the Security Council of the International Criminal Tribunal for
Former Yugoslavia and the International Criminal Tribunal for Rwanda. Virtually all the atrocities prosecuted in those Tribunals could have been prosecuted as crimes against humanity, but the US lawyers
and others working on the tribunals made sure that its jurisdiction would also cover genocide. To the
extent that one of the objectives for using genocide language is to establish a predicate for accountability,
accountability for genocide was in fact being pursued, regardless of whatever the State Department was
saying publicly about whether it had been committed.
In practice, there have been numerous convictions for genocide in the Rwanda Tribunal, where it was far
more straightforward to establish the critical element of genocidal intent. In the words of Tribunal Prosecutor Serge Brammertz:
The reasons for this are obvious. The 1994 genocide in Rwanda bears many of the hallmarks
of historical genocides such as the Holocaust: a clear policy or plan to physically destroy the
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targeted group; hundreds of thousands killed and subjected to physical or mental harm during a
sustained campaign of destruction engulfing most of the country; and men, women, and children
targeted for destruction without distinction. The events in Rwanda fit the historical genocide
formula so indisputably that the ICTR has taken judicial notice of the 1994 genocide in Rwanda,
thereby recognizing it as a fact of common knowledge.248
The situation in Bosnia was more difficult. In the end, the Yugoslavia Tribunal did reach convictions for
genocide in several cases related to the Srebrenica massacre in 1995, but not for the atrocities from 1992
to 1994 that were the objects of the debates discussed above. For its part, in reaching similar conclusions,
the International Court of Justice applied a similarly high bar for deciding whether genocide had occurred,
suggesting that—because of the gravity of the charges—the facts must be such that there is no other inference that could be drawn than that the perpetrators intended to destroy the relevant group.249
The Level of Proof. The ICJ’s use of such a “high bar” derives largely from the role the ICJ judges
believe that the court should play in the affairs of the international community, and it does not necessarily follow that states—the responsibilities of which include preventing genocide, presumably before it
happens—should self-impose a similar reluctance when deciding whether to use the word in their national
capacities. With respect to the International Criminal Court, while the ICC may not convict a person if
there is any reasonable doubt about the person’s intent, a prosecutor would essentially stand up and charge
that genocide has occurred upon showing that there are “substantial grounds” to believe that the person
committed the crime.250
In considering all this, three conclusions seem on point. First, given the difficulties of establishing
the requisite intent, efforts to demonstrate that genocide has occurred are notoriously difficult. This is
reflected in the comments of the former ICTY prosecutor about being judicious in bringing genocide
charges, and the increased difficulties presented in attempting to prosecute genocide as opposed to crimes
against humanity. Second, given the criminal nature of the charges ultimately at stake, it is appropriate
for policymakers to underscore that they are leaving decisions about the guilt or innocence of any particular individuals to appropriate courts and tribunals. This is in line with what Secretary Eagleburger said
when “naming names” in Geneva in December 1992, and with the statements—discussed below—made
by Secretary Powell about Darfur in 2004 and Secretary Kerry about ISIS in 2016. Third, concerns about
the ramifications of straightforward statements that genocide had occurred played an unmistakable role
in decision-making about how to characterize the atrocities in public statements. The fact that Secretary
Christopher was willing to say that “acts of genocide” had occurred—as well as the State Department’s
observation that there really was no meaningful difference between the two phrases—strongly points to
the conclusion that its fear about unleashing pressure for action, and not simply doubts about the strength
of the underlying evidence, helped drive decision-making.
Generating the evidence to establish whether genocide had occurred. Especially with respect to
Bosnia, there were strong accusations that the Executive branch was not doing enough to develop the
information that would be needed to determine whether genocide, or other crimes linked to Serb leadership, had occurred.251 Regrettably, there seems to have been little real infrastructure put in place at the
time to pursue and, except occasionally (as in the lead-up to Eagleburger’s naming of names in December
1992), there were few signals of strong interest by senior State Department officials in seeing the
results.252
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That said, in thinking about the process for addressing these issues in future cases, there were important
steps taken, including Secretary Eagleburger’s approval of a tasking to the CIA and the intelligence
community to focus specifically on genocide and other atrocity crimes. Also important were steps taken
in multilateral fora that created calls for information and evidence from the United States and others,
and that helped empower those pushing for developing and analyzing information and evidence. In
this connection, the Security Council—after adopting a resolution in July underscoring the principle of
individual criminal accountability for atrocity crimes—called upon states to submit “substantiated information” to the United Nations secretary-general, who would report to the council “recommending additional measures that might be appropriate.” Soon thereafter, the council moved to establish “an impartial
Commission of Experts to examine and analyse the information” and to have the Commission report back
its conclusion on the evidence of international law violations.”253 According to INR analyst Jon Western:
Between October 1992 and July 1993, the intelligence community working in conjunction with
the Bureau of Human Rights and Humanitarian Affairs compiled, declassified, and submitted
reports to the United Nations containing extensive evidence of atrocities and war crimes. These
reports were made available to the press with the intention that the exposure of these reports
would put the perpetrators—most notably the Serb and Bosnian Serb leaderships in Belgrade and
Pale—on notice that the international community was moving toward the development of an ad
hoc tribunal that would hold them accountable.254
Even if imperfectly, these mechanisms were useful as action-forcing events to encourage collection of
evidence. For its part, in February 1993 the Security Council moved to establish the Yugoslavia Tribunal
and in July 1994 to establish the Rwanda Tribunal, and the United States provided extensive information,
evidence, and other support to the tribunals over the course of many years.255
Things that were not said. The relevant statements eventually made for both Rwanda and Bosnia were
that “genocide had occurred.” Such language thus does not speak to the question of which individuals
or which groups are thought to be responsible for the genocide and, indeed, at least on its face, even to
the groups from which the main perpetrators are thought to be drawn. In a case like Bosnia, for example,
there were very different narratives about the relationship between various groups involved in the conflict,
including famously about the relationship between the Serbian leadership in Belgrade and the ethnic Serb
leadership in Bosnia. It thus could not easily be inferred who the US government was saying was responsible when it said that genocide (or acts of genocide) had occurred in Bosnia.
The statements were ambiguous in another way as well. Genocide as defined in the Genocide Convention
is a crime perpetrated by individuals. A statement that genocide has occurred might mean that the leadership of, for example, the ethnic Serbs had drawn up a plan at senior levels, but it could just as easily be
true even if only particular individuals—possibly even low-level individuals—had acted with the requisite
genocidal intent.
Particularly in the case of Bosnia, where the Security Council had already established an international
criminal tribunal for most of the period during which there was an open question of whether to say that
genocide had occurred, there seems to have been little emphasis on using the creation of the tribunal as
a separate reason not to pronounce on the question. One can easily imagine an administration in such
circumstances saying that, given the establishment of a tribunal, the characterization of the crimes in
question should be left in the tribunal’s hands.
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The risk of focusing on identifying the risk of genocide (as opposed
to whether genocide has already occurred). Finally, there is someThe idea of prevention necessarily
thing disconcerting about the idea that it is a finding that genocide has
implies readiness to act before genocide
occurred that should be the trigger for more assertive policies. The
has occurred.
underlying idea of the 1948 Convention is that states have an obligation to prevent, as well as to punish, genocide. The idea of prevention
necessarily implies readiness to act before genocide has occurred. The International Court of Justice has
addressed this point as follows:
[T]he obligation to prevent genocide [does not only come] into being when perpetration of genocide commences; that would be absurd, since the whole point of the obligation is to prevent, or
attempt to prevent, the occurrence of the act. In fact, a State’s obligation to prevent, and the corresponding duty to act, arise at the instant that the State learns of, or should normally have learned
of, the existence of a serious risk that genocide will be committed....[A] State may be found to
have violated its obligation to prevent even though it had no certainty, at the time when it should
have acted, but failed to do so, that genocide was about to be committed or was under way; for it
to incur responsibility on this basis it is enough that the State was aware, or should normally have
been aware, of the serious danger that acts of genocide would be committed.256
As discussed in the report to which these cases studies are appended, the US government has not agreed
that the Genocide Convention creates a legal obligation to take action in a foreign country, but the ICJ’s
logic applies as compellingly to whatever moral responsibility to take action is at stake. The key point is
that policymakers should be seeking to identify the point at which there is a “serious risk that genocide
will be committed,” and there seems little doubt that that such a risk existed from the early stages of both
the Bosnia and Rwanda crises.
B. Burundi
The State Department’s 2004 Darfur memorandum cited Burundi as one of four cases—the others being
Rwanda, Bosnia, and Cambodia—where the department had, as of 2004, carefully considered the facts of
a situation and concluded that genocide had occurred.257 However, we have been unable to confirm when,
how, or even if the secretary of state in fact made such a decision regarding Burundi. Although there is
ample evidence that the question of genocide language was considered in US policy toward Burundi in
the 1990s, the issue clearly had a far lower profile than regarding neighboring Rwanda.
As discussed above in connection with the massacres in 1972, Burundi’s post-independence history has
been marred by large-scale ethnically targeted killings of civilians. Opposite the pattern that played out
in Rwanda, many of the instances of such violence in Burundi were committed against the country’s
majority Hutu population by militias and state security forces defending the power of the country’s
long-ruling Tutsi minority.258 In October 1993, shortly after he took office as the first Hutu president of
Burundi, Melchior Ndadaye was assassinated by officers from the Tutsi-led army. Ndadaye’s killing
ushered in a new phase of brutal political violence, beginning with several days of seemingly organized
anti-Tutsi pogroms that soon expanded to include killings of civilians on both sides of the ethnic divide.259
The initial wave of killings does not appear to have prompted immediate discussion by the US government of whether the crimes amounted to genocide. Indeed, coming in the immediate aftermath of the
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October 3-4 “Black Hawk Down” incident in Somalia, the Clinton administration did not face pressure
to intervene, but rather to show that it could resist supporting the kind of humanitarian mission that
would have been required to mitigate the slaughter.260 In Burundi, though, the assassination was a seminal
moment, setting in motion a long period of conflict and negotiation among Burundi’s political parties that
led to a consensus on the need to shed light on the events of October 1993. Those parties agreed to request
an international judicial fact-finding mission into what they had “agreed to call genocide.”261
The political talks took place against the backdrop of growing conflict and continued killings, particularly
the killings of Hutu by Tutsi militias that were suspected of ties to the security forces. The US ambassador
to Burundi, former US Senator Robert Krueger, became increasingly alarmed by these killings, which he
documented through extensive travel in the country. In his cables to Washington and in public remarks,
Krueger in the spring of 1995 began to characterize the abuses as genocide, but there was an aversion
in the State Department to doing so.262 The department’s policy coordinator for Burundi and Rwanda at
the time recalls being tasked with urging Krueger to reconsider his statements regarding genocide,263 and
Krueger’s memoir describes a friend at the department advising him, “Bob, you could fill your cables
with the F-word and cause less consternation than by calling the Burundi killings genocide.” Krueger also
recorded that a department attorney acknowledged that the abuses he had reported could be described
with the term “acts of genocide,” although department officials do not appear to have stated this at the
time.264
It is not clear to what extent this conclusion, or others described in this section, was reviewed or endorsed
by policymakers. While the department had eventually set aside the “acts of genocide” distinction in the
Rwanda and Bosnia contexts, its reappearance in the Burundi context appears to have sprung from the
same concerns that had led to its earlier use. One former official in the State Department’s Africa bureau
recalled that the substantial internal debate over the term’s applicability in Burundi turned, at least in part,
on the perception that using the word would increase pressure for US action.265
The US policy context for Burundi changed dramatically in 1996 as fears grew that the country could
become “another Rwanda.” The Clinton Administration took a number of steps aimed at preventing a new
catastrophe, sending cabinet-level visitors to the country, appointing a former congressman as a special
envoy to participate in regionally facilitated peace negotiations, and offering to airlift regional peacekeepers in the event of emergency.266 In that context, the atmosphere toward the use of genocide language
appears to have become more permissive. In the spring of 1996, Assistant Secretary John Shattuck stated
in an op-ed that it was time “to call what’s happening by its proper name: mutual acts of genocide,” and
David Scheffer, serving then as Ambassador Albright’s deputy in Washington, simply referred to “genocide in Burundi and Rwanda” in a Foreign Policy article.267
Around this time, in August 1996, a UN commission of inquiry that had been established at Burundi’s
request completed its report on the 1993 events and concluded that “acts of genocide against the Tutsi
minority took place in Burundi on 21 October 1993, and the days following.”268 Citing the terms of its
mandate and its limited resources, however, the commission said nothing about the subsequent violence
that had been heavily aimed at Hutus.269 A State Department analyst recalls being immediately wary of
how such a one-sided finding would be received in a country where both sides had a reasonable basis to
feel they had been victims of eliminationist violence. This concern was deepened because the commission had released its report into the aftermath of a coup by Tutsi former President Pierre Buyoya, which
reversed years of halting progress toward power-sharing and once again removed a Hutu president from
power. A finding of genocide, however valid, seemed likely to empower the Tutsi hardliners who were
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pressing Buyoya to resist international efforts aimed at restoring constitutional rule, and who sought to
justify their ongoing abusive crackdown against Hutu groups.270
There are few indications that the US government made statements on the issue from this point on—
with one exception. The State Department’s next annual human rights report, released in January 1997,
contains what appears to be a carefully calibrated statement that acknowledged the commission’s finding
of genocide in 1993, while avoiding doing so in terms that would repeat the commission’s sole focus
on crimes against Burundi’s Tutsis. The report said: “Tens of thousands of people, both Hutu and Tutsi,
have been massacred in ethnic violence since independence, especially in 1972, 1988, 1993, and since
1995. As the U.N. Commission of Inquiry in Burundi concluded in 1996, much, but not all, of the ethnic
violence in Burundi since 1993 constituted genocide.”271 Journalists at the press conference where
Albright released the report in her new capacity as secretary of state asked no questions about the genocide language, or more generally about the crisis in Burundi, which the emergence in October 1996 of a
broader war in neighboring Zaire had come to overshadow.272
C. Iraq
In the summer of 1995, Secretary Christopher approved a memorandum concluding that the Iraqi government had committed genocide against Iraq’s Kurdish citizens, in particular in 1988 during the course
of its “Anfal” campaign. Few US officials appear to have clear recollections of Christopher’s decision,
which was not publicized at the time, and which had such a low profile that Iraq was not even included
in the State Department’s 2004 memorandum that identified cases in which the department had made
genocide determinations. It is nevertheless a unique and interesting episode—the only case in which the
US government made a genocide determination specifically to facilitate legal action under the Genocide
Convention, and the only instance in which the State Department kept its decision largely private save for
discussions in diplomatic channels. While the fact that Iraq had become an adversary clearly facilitated
the genocide finding, the US government appears to have approached the issue with considerable rigor.
The determination grew out of an effort by the Middle East-focused component of Human Rights Watch
(HRW) to identify a group of countries that could bring a claim against Iraq in the International Court of
Justice for violating the Genocide Convention. There had been extensive efforts to develop the factual
record. After the Gulf War, the establishment of a no-fly zone over northern Iraq by a US-led coalition
helped allow the Kurds to establish a significant measure of autonomy over areas in the north where Iraq
had committed atrocities. In turn, the Kurds had seized possession of large numbers of Iraqi documents
from abandoned offices and archives of Iraq’s security forces during the Kurdish uprising against the Iraqi
government in March and April 1991, then worked with US Senate staff to make arrangements to safely
transfer the documents to the United States.273 The documents formed the basis of a number of reports in
which Human Rights Watch concluded in 1993 and 1994 that Iraq had committed genocide against the
Kurds.274 On this basis, and as part of a broader effort to promote justice for victims of the Iraqi government, HRW sought to enlist one or more governments that would be willing to bring a claim before the
ICJ.275
HRW officials specifically sought to avoid the geopolitical light that a US role in any legal proceedings
would have cast on the effort. They instead focused their attention on recruiting a geographically diverse
group of governments that were seen as having strong human rights records and lacking political interests
in the region that the Iraqi government or others could point to as a means of discrediting the effort.276
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Current and former HRW staff who were involved in the effort recall that the government of the Netherlands was receptive to the proposal, but that the Dutch foreign ministry did not want their country to have
bear the risks and burdens of bringing the claim alone.277
The concerns that arose in response to HRW’s continued outreach proved to be stubborn. To address one
common point of pushback, the group commissioned and shared a detailed legal analysis describing how
the partial destruction of Iraq’s Kurds constituted genocide under the terms of the Genocide Convention,
even if the Anfal did not look like the kind of total extermination that the term conjured in the minds of
many government officials.278 Other sources of reluctance were more difficult to address, including the
concern that pursuing Iraq in court would be costly and might prompt violent retaliation against the countries bringing the claim.279
In 1994, as a final step before abandoning the effort, Human Rights Watch officials approached the US
State Department and asked if it would be willing to use its influence, quietly and behind the scenes, to
encourage potential claimant governments.280 As discussed above, the department in 1988 had explicitly
rejected the idea that the Anfal killings and other abuses could have amounted to genocide, but US officials became more open to the possibility after Iraq’s invasion of Kuwait had shattered US relations with
Baghdad.281 Claiborne Pell, chairman of the Senate Foreign Relations Committee, had asked Christopher
at his January 1993 confirmation hearing if the United States would support “a genocide case against Iraq
in the ICJ.” Christopher responded affirmatively, though he remained noncommittal on the details of how
such a case would be pursued,282 and it does not appear that the State Department took steps at that time
toward doing so.
Without the 1995 decision memo that Secretary Christopher ultimately approved, it is difficult to say
with confidence how HRW or the department’s bureaus presented these issues to the secretary, or how the
various arguments for and against a genocide determination were weighed against each other.283 An HRW
official recalls, though, that the group’s advocacy focused in large part on persuading State Department
lawyers on the merits that the Iraqi government had intended to kill a sufficiently substantial part of Iraq’s
Kurdish population to fit the terms of the Genocide Convention.284 As a matter of broader Iraq policy, two
participants in the State Department’s deliberations recall arguments being made that a genocide determination would help reinforce the broader US effort to sustain international support for a campaign of
maximal pressure on the Hussein government—which included sanctions by the Security Council and
the participation of states in enforcing no-fly zones in northern and southern Iraq.285 While Christopher
himself had been personally reluctant to use genocide language regarding Bosnia and Rwanda just the
year before, the fact that the Iraq determination was envisioned as a component of confidential diplomatic
outreach, rather than a public statement, likely lowered the perceived stakes of invoking the word.
HRW’s efforts at persuasion proved successful, and the State Department in 1995 conveyed to the group
its intention to support their advocacy.286 US embassies in a handful of countries were instructed to reach
out to their host governments and encourage them to join a multi-party complaint at the ICJ.287 Consistent
with concerns that a visible US role could be harmful, US officials appear generally to have kept the fact
of their support and the details of their outreach low-profile, though it was not kept entirely private.288 A
former State Department official recalls that the US outreach went on well into 1996, albeit with diminishing priority and intensity as time passed without securing the support of any additional governments,
and as other themes arose for applying pressure on Iraq (such as the defection of senior regime officials in
August 1995), and new crises distracted from the effort entirely (such as the eruption of fighting between
the two Kurdish factions).289
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Ultimately, the US government and HRW both ceased their efforts. An HRW official later assessed that
the US government “expended no real energy and no government joined the club” of potential claimants,
and that “the case died in the mid-1990s.”290 Secretary Christopher’s determination appears to have had
a limited effect even on the US government’s own use of genocide language regarding the Iraqi government’s abuses, which appeared variously with and without caveats for the remainder of the Clinton
administration, as US officials continued to draw attention to the Iraqi government’s abuses.291
Many years later, in 2007, the Iraqi High Tribunal in Baghdad convicted five defendants for genocide in
connection with the Anfal campaign, though the participation of Saddam Hussein in the trial had been
terminated following his conviction and execution in another case, and there were charges that the trials
were unfair.292
D. Kosovo
Conflict in the former Yugoslavia entered a new phase in 1998 as long-standing tensions in Kosovo
between Serbs and the province’s ethnic Albanian majority yielded to open conflict. As tensions intensified, there was grave concern about the excessive and indiscriminate use of force by Serbian security
forces and the reported displacement of more than 230,000 persons from their homes.293 As the situation grew worse, and following the breakdown of negotiations in the French town of Rambouillet,
NATO countries commenced a campaign of air strikes in March 1999 to halt Serbian armed attacks in
Kosovo and the unfolding humanitarian catastrophe. Serbian security forces responded with a heightened
campaign of violence and repression to expel Kosovo’s ethnic Albanians from the country.294
As these events unfolded, the US government took a different approach
to the use of genocide language. US officials used statements about
“indicators of genocide” and similar formulations to signal a risk that
genocide would occur or might be occurring, while avoiding legalistic
debates about whether each of the elements necessary to demonstrate
that genocide had been committed had been established. The robustness of the NATO air strikes and the US response in general to the
atrocities in Kosovo undoubtedly increased the political space for such
an approach, as advocates had less need to persuade the US government to pronounce on the issue as a means of achieving greater US
attention to the atrocities.

US officials used statements about
“indicators of genocide” and similar
formulations to signal a risk that
genocide would occur or might be
occurring, while avoiding legalistic
debates about whether each of the
elements necessary to demonstrate that
genocide had been committed had been
established.

For the purposes of this report, the situation differed dramatically from the other case studies earlier in
the decade, in that the US government was seeking to mobilize a response to Serbian atrocities, rather
than resisting steps that might generate pressure to take stronger action. The question of whether genocide
was occurring arose nonetheless in the days following the first air strikes. The German defense minister
on March 28 stated to the press that “genocide has begun” in Kosovo, prompting a journalist the next
day to ask the White House spokesperson, “Are we using the word ‘genocide’ here?”295 Anticipating the
issue, State Department officials had reviewed the evidence regarding the unfolding abuses and appear
to have settled on a pragmatic response: they would emphasize the crimes that the US government could
assess with confidence that the Serbian forces were committing—e.g., crimes against humanity and war
crimes—and stress that there was a risk of genocide as well, while acknowledging that uncertainty existed
with respect to that crime’s unique criteria.296
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This approach had two aims. One was to manage the pressure to pronounce on genocide. That pressure
was rooted in the lasting public skepticism of US statements (or silence) with respect to the term—a
skepticism that the US government had arguably earned through its reluctance to use the word in connection with Bosnia and Rwanda, but that in the following years had broadened into what David Scheffer
subsequently described as “the obsessive interest of some to immediately brand mass killings as ‘genocide,’ and to label the US government as encouraging genocidal behavior when it delays in the use of
the term.”297 This context made it difficult for US officials simply to stick to describing the facts of the
Serbian abuses when answering press questions, as one State Department official reportedly proposed, as
opposed to engaging in legal characterizations.298
To address this pressure, US officials in public statements or in response to press queries repeatedly used
variations of the formulation Scheffer used at a press conference on April 9: “[I]f you take the totality of
this information that we have acquired so far, we believe that it creates the basis for stating that there are
indicators of genocide unfolding in Kosovo.”299 Scheffer recalls in his memoir that, by providing “a credible acknowledgment that genocide might be unfolding,” the use of this formulation put an end to media
questions about genocide language, without either evading the question or overstating what was known.300
The second aim was to make clear that the crimes being committed were grave. As a theme in US policy
toward Kosovo, this effort extended beyond merely using atrocity-crime terminology, as shown by the
State Department’s issuance of periodic “Ethnic Cleansing in Kosovo” reports that compiled and publicized new incidents of Serbian abuses,301 as well as statements drawing attention to the plight of Kosovar
refugees and the criminal liability facing specific Serbian army and police commanders.302 In that context,
US officials also repeatedly emphasized that the case for the ongoing military action against Serbian
forces did not depend on a finding, either in the moment or after the fact, that genocide had occurred.303
This message reflected a preexisting US concern that a focus on genocide not lead the international
community to “ignore the severity of crimes against humanity,” which along with genocide “should be
regarded with outrage by civilized peoples.”304
US officials likely had political space to take and defend a more-nuanced approach to genocide language
in part because of the government’s active posture. While one reporter seemed to suspect that the tentative use of the term was serving to enable the United States to avoid certain actions under the Genocide
Convention,305 the active US military response was also coupled with robust support for accountability.
The prosecutor of the UN’s tribunal for the former Yugoslavia had made a public statement the previous
year that the court’s jurisdiction extended to cover crimes in Kosovo and that she was monitoring the
situation.306 The US government was gathering and sharing with the tribunal a variety of information
about the ongoing crimes, even if its efforts were slowed by bureaucratic hurdles and there were mixed
feelings about the likely effect of the tribunal indicting President Milosevic himself.307 It would thus have
been difficult to describe the US response to the crisis as being passive with respect to either prevention or
punishment.
Indeed, if anything, this kind of situation raised an additional challenge not present in Bosnia or Rwanda,
but arguably familiar from earlier periods—ensuring that, if genocide language were to be used, it was
used with rigor. While the tentative “indicators of genocide” language was widely used, there were a
handful of occasions during the bombing campaign when top US officials instead referred to genocide
more directly.308
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Although the US government did not ever conclude that genocide had been committed in Kosovo, it did
assert that “[c]learly there are crimes against humanity.”309 As with Secretary Eagleburger’s statement
that Serb forces were committing crimes against humanity Bosnia in 1992, a far less formal process than
that we have come to associate with genocide appears to have been undertaken before this statement was
made, again presumably reflecting that the conclusion was not considered difficult.310

III. Darfur and Thereafter
The process leading to the US statement in 2004 about genocide in Sudan’s Darfur region represented
a new approach. Unlike in the Bosnia and Rwanda cases, the administration was not in the posture of
resisting a conclusion that would generate political pressure to take actions that it did not want to take.
Indeed, the United States consciously sought to mobilize other governments by showing, on the basis
of extensive research and a rigorous if contested analysis, that genocide was occurring. In the years that
followed, the perception of at least some advocates that pursuing a public statement that genocide had
occurred is necessary or useful seems to have diminished, but it has continued to play a role for others.
A. Darfur
In January 2008, after meeting with senior US officials focused on Sudan, President George W. Bush gave
brief remarks to the press highlighting the US government’s appointment of a new special envoy to the
country. Speaking about Darfur, where the Sudanese government and affiliated militias had begun killing
and committing other abuses against the region’s non-Arab population several years before, President
Bush said, “My administration called this a genocide. Once you label it ‘genocide’ you obviously have to
do something about it.”311
President Bush’s statement thus embraced a logic that previous administrations had feared—that an
acknowledgment or accusation of genocide came with high expectations of tangible government action.
Indeed, far from lagging behind others, the US government beginning in September 2004 was ahead of
the international community in its willingness to apply the term genocide (and, several months earlier,
the phrase “ethnic cleansing”) to the atrocities in Darfur. Rather than resisting pressure from lower-level
officials as had been done in Bosnia and Rwanda, the State Department’s leadership actively sought out
additional information about the atrocities, at least partly in order to consider such a finding. US officials
generally wanted to attract attention to the crisis, were less concerned that a statement about genocide
would unleash pressure for action that they did not want to take, and believed that genocide language
could be useful in marshaling congressional, public, and international support.
The results were ultimately mixed. The inaccessibility of the region and the possibility that the abuses
were “merely” aimed at displacing the targeted civilians led to great uncertainty over whether the
evidence could satisfy the criteria contained in the definition of genocide—which, in turn, made for a
protracted internal and international debate that some said distracted from the actual response to the crisis.
In turn, the US government’s ability to convince others of its conclusion, and mobilize action on the
basis of it, was undermined by skepticism of the trustworthiness of US pronouncements growing out of
revelations that US statements about Iraq’s weapons of mass destruction had not been substantiated. The
US statement about genocide in Darfur appears to have had some impacts on the US government’s own
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policy toward the Darfur crisis and the degree of domestic interest in it, but the impression among many
advocates is of disappointment for what the statement did not accomplish.
Increasing US concerns about Sudan. Following the September 11 attacks, the United States had strong
interests in securing the Sudanese government’s cooperation on counter-terrorism efforts. At the same
time, however, there was strong concern, including among Christian and African-American constituencies
in the United States, about Sudan’s human rights abuses against the predominantly Christian, ethnically
African population in the country’s south.312
In late 2003, against the backdrop of negotiations to end the north-south conflict, US officials began to
focus on reports that the Sudanese government was brutalizing another portion of its population, this time
in the course of fighting an insurgency in the Darfur region on the country’s western flank. Sensing that
a shortage of information about these abuses stood in the way of a more energetic US and international
response, senior officials in the Department of State’s human rights bureau and its office for war crimes
issues began in March 2004 discussing ways to gather testimonial evidence from refugees who had fled
Darfur into neighboring Chad.313 The department’s top officials sent signals internally that they would
welcome unfiltered reports about the situation.314
As the crisis continued, and the ethnically targeted nature of the abuses attracted more attention, op-ed
writers, senior US officials, and United Nations leaders faced and posed questions whether the abuses
constituted genocide.315 Commemorations in April of the tenth anniversary of the onset of Rwanda’s genocide reinforced the tendency to see the Darfur crisis through the lens of genocide prevention.316
While US officials did not immediately face pressure to answer that question, an early US effort to
mobilize international alarm—at the April 2004 session of the UN’s Human Rights Commission—raised
the general issue of how to characterize the atrocities. A State Department official from the human rights
bureau who was involved in preparing for US participation in the session recalls feeling that the anodyne
vocabulary available to describe the abuses (“violence,” “atrocities”) played into Sudan’s efforts to downplay their gravity, and the bureau proposed referring to them instead as “ethnic cleansing.” Following
internal discussion, a senior administration official approved doing so shortly before the session began.317
The US government’s ethnic cleansing language prompted interest from other governments and provided
an opportunity for US officials to provide information that the situation was, indeed, “that bad.”318 In the
event, the US delegation was disappointed with the session. Over the US delegation’s lone objection, the
Human Rights Commission adopted a resolution containing precisely the kind of muted language that the
US delegation had hoped to move beyond.319
As in other crises, ethnic cleansing would serve in some ways as a gateway term, easier for the US
government to demonstrate and deploy than genocide, given the latter’s stricter definition and the
perception that the stakes of employing it were much higher.320 The possibility that Sudanese forces and
proxies intended merely to displace those populations through brute force stood perversely as a possible
“defense” against allegations of genocide. Lack of access to the areas in question compounded the
difficulty of reaching firm conclusions regarding the perpetrators’ intent.321 State Department interest in
gathering information about the abuses came to include a sharper focus on answering these questions.
The State Department takes up the “genocide” question. In June, Secretary Powell confirmed that US
lawyers and policymakers were reviewing the issue of genocide.322 At a congressional hearing later that
month, Ambassador-at-Large for War Crimes Issues Prosper used the formulation that David Scheffer had
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employed during the Kosovo crisis, saying that the US government saw “indicators of genocide, and there
is evidence that points in that direction,” but also saying that better access to Darfur would be required for
the US government to be “in a position to confirm.”323 State Department bureaus had begun making more
concrete preparations to deploy what would later be called an Atrocities Documentation Team of investigators organized and implemented by a nonprofit group to conduct a rigorous survey of Darfuri refugees
in Chad.324 By the time the department sent the team in late June, its terms of reference included questions
specifically aimed at eliciting information that might shed light on the intent of the perpetrators, which in
turn would be needed to assess whether the atrocities fell within the definition in the Genocide Convention.325
The mere fact of deploying the team would attract attention and put
The mere fact of deploying the team
pressure on the department to speak to its eventual conclusions, even
would attract attention and put pressure
though US officials could not know in advance in what direction the
on the department to speak to its
survey’s findings would lead. Deputy Secretary Richard Armitage, who
eventual conclusions, even though US
ultimately authorized deployment of the team, accordingly requested
officials could not know in advance in
a memo to ensure that he understood the legal landscape and implicawhat direction the survey’s findings
tions of what he would be authorizing.326 In that memo, State Departwould lead.
ment lawyers emphasized the limited character of the US government’s
legal obligations under the Genocide Convention, giving the same
advice their predecessors had given regarding Bosnia and Rwanda: that the convention obligated its
parties to “prevent and punish acts of genocide in their territory” and that “a determination that genocide
has occurred in Darfur would have no immediate legal—as opposed to moral, political, or policy—consequences for the United States.”327 It is not fully clear why, but this advice about the limits of US obligations seems to have been more fully absorbed than it was a decade before. In addition, concerns about the
implications for the US government’s broader Sudan policy appear to have been overcome in part because
Powell—who had been actively involved in pressing for a successful conclusion to the north-south peace
talks—had grown frustrated with Sudan’s lack of responsiveness to calls for it to change its approach to
Darfur.328
Not everyone agreed that focusing on the question of genocide was a useful approach. Samantha Power’s
2002 book had brought the US government’s failures in preventing genocide to a wide audience, and
specifically criticized the lengths to which US officials had gone to avoid the word “genocide” in earlier
crises. But on different occasions during the Darfur crisis, she emphasized that the international community “need not focus” on definitional matters and had already been distracted by “the debate over semantics” from “the more important debate about how to save lives.”329 Powell himself sought to downplay the
significance of the issue next to the need to mobilize action and press the Sudanese government to change
its behavior.330
While these debates proceeded, domestic actors began to apply pressure. The two houses of Congress
passed a concurrent resolution in late July that declared that “the atrocities occurring in Darfur, Sudan, are
genocide” and called on the Bush Administration to do so as well.331 Shortly afterwards, the US Holocaust
Memorial Museum issued a “genocide emergency” statement, described in the press as indicating the
assessment of the Museum’s Committee on Conscience that “genocide is imminent or occurring.”332
After the survey team returned home, some in the State Department saw the decision to conclude that
genocide was being committed as a close call. The department’s Legal Adviser said that, with the available facts, “[w]e can justify it one way, or we can justify it the other.”333 Ambassador Prosper, on the
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other hand, recalled finding the evidence of genocide to be overwhelming,334 although on the question
of genocidal intent, he recalled that the most compelling evidence came from a source other than the
survey team’s data.335 A package of materials was presented to the secretary—informally, rather than as a
consensus action memo laying out the positions and recommendations of key bureaus. Powell reviewed
the materials closely and discussed them at length with top advisors before deciding that genocide had
occurred, although a scholar who interviewed him, in describing the full range of factors that he considered, concluded that “he decided to call it genocide because he believed that would push the UN Security
Council to respond.”336
The way in which Powell presented his findings reflected the tensions between the desire to rally support
and the need to guard against inflated expectations, as well as the difficulty of persuading those skeptical
of the conclusion. In order to raise the profile of his conclusion, Powell decided to make his announcement in formal testimony on Sudan policy before the Senate Foreign Relations Committee337—a striking
departure from how the State Department provided responses to genocide questions in previous crises.
In his testimony, Powell discussed the specific findings of the survey team, and ended with a statement
that, based on the evidence before him, “we concluded, I concluded, that genocide has been committed in
Darfur and that the Government of Sudan and the Jinjaweit bear responsibility—and that genocide may
still be occurring.” However, his testimony and the supporting material released along with it contained
very little discussion of the thorniest elements of the definition—simply stating, without further analysis,
his conclusion that “the evidence corroborates the specific intent of the perpetrators to destroy ‘a group
in whole or in part’” and that this intent “may be inferred from their deliberate conduct.”338 Powell also
called for a formal UN investigation of the atrocities, framing US action as implementation of its responsibilities under the Genocide Convention, Article VIII of which provides that parties to the convention
“may call upon the competent organs of the United Nations to take such action under the Charter of the
United Nations as they consider appropriate for the prevention and suppression of [genocide].”
Impact. While Powell’s statement undoubtedly attracted international attention, it also failed in key
respects to persuade some international audiences of its conclusions. It is possible Powell could not
provide more detail on the question of genocidal intent because his conclusion relied on intelligence information but, whatever the reason, this was precisely the issue that would prompt UN experts to disagree
with Powell’s conclusion. The UN Commission of Inquiry that was launched following Powell’s proposal
concluded in January 2005 that “the Government of the Sudan has not pursued a policy of genocide” and
“the crucial element of genocidal intent appears to be missing, at least as far as the central Government
authorities are concerned.”339 More broadly, a number of observers have recalled that the skepticism of
US policy in the region and of US assessments after the failure to find weapons of mass destruction in
post-invasion Iraq made it more difficult to persuade others of the merits of the allegations of genocide in
Darfur.340
Views differ as to the broader impact of Powell’s statement on US policy and the crisis itself. Most
concretely, Powell’s statement appears to have led to the US government’s own decision the next year
to allow the Security Council to refer the situation in Darfur to the prosecutor of the International Criminal Court (ICC), in spite of the US government’s generally hostile policy to the ICC.341 In terms of the
statement’s broader impact, one scholar concluded that it “became the catalyst for the formation of a citizen-based Save Darfur movement that was able to mobilize and sustain unprecedented numbers of Americans intent on pushing the US government to stop the killings.”342 This attention, in turn, corresponded
with a greater degree of media coverage of the crisis and congressional willingness to appropriate funds
for a costly peacekeeping intervention in Darfur.343
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On the other hand, that surge of private and official US attention was not sufficient to overcome the Sudanese government’s intransigence and the diplomatic support it received from China and Russia on the
Security Council in the years that followed Secretary Powell’s statement.344 Even in the immediate aftermath of Powell’s statement, one US official recalled that the worsening post-war crisis in Iraq acted as a
restraint on whatever additional resources and attention the administration might otherwise have diverted
to Darfur.345 More generally—and particularly given the caveat in Powell’s statement that “no new action
is dictated by this determination” and that “we have been doing everything we can to get the Sudanese
Government to act responsibly”—some observers have suggested that steps like Powell’s genocide
statement may have served as a low-cost form of action in lieu of more concrete steps that would have
been more difficult.346 Ultimately, a number of activists took away a lasting sense of disappointment and a
perception that the statement did not produce the change for which they had hoped.347
One consequence of Powell’s statement would only become apparent in the following years—namely, the
ongoing interest of advocates, journalists, and members of Congress in pressing the US government for
a view on whether the genocide that Powell had concluded in 2004 “may still be occurring” was, in fact,
still occurring.348 Aspects of the conflict in Darfur changed in some ways, although there was debate over
whether this changed the character of the ongoing suffering of civilians.349 As time passed since Powell’s
determination, debates over US statements on this question often appeared to serve in part as a proxy
for other issues—such as whether the US government could signal a pragmatic willingness to negotiate
on other issues related to peace in Sudan or US-Sudan relations, and whether the US government was
sufficiently keeping in view the fact that its partner in those talks was a brutal and genocidal regime.350
As a practical matter, it might have been difficult to periodically repeat the kind of analysis necessary for
the State Department to evaluate whether the Sudanese government was continuing to act with genocidal
intent in its treatment of non-Arab civilians. In any event, on more than one occasion, remarks by US officials that declined to affirm that Powell’s conclusion applied to ongoing atrocities generated a significant
outcry and were followed by an affirmation that genocide was ongoing.351
B. ISIS
Iraqi ethnic and religious communities have been targets of abuse for decades, and we have discussed
above the Anfal campaign by Saddam Hussein’s government against the Kurds. The rise of ISIS (the
so-called Islamic State in Iraq and Syria, sometimes referred to as ISIL or Daesh) added a new dimension,
and led to a statement by Secretary of State Kerry in March 2016 that the group had committed genocide
against several specified groups in areas under its control.
ISIS attacks on Mosul, Iraq, and the surrounding area began in early June 2014, and it quickly moved
against Yezidi, Christian, Shia, and other communities. Harrowing accounts emerged of displacement,
forced religious conversion, torture, kidnapping, murder, and the sexual enslavement of women and
girls.352 Soon thereafter, approximately 50,000 Yezidis who had fled to Mount Sinjar became trapped
as ISIS fighters encircled the mountain, and President Obama authorized military intervention to prevent
what he described as a “potential act of genocide” against the Yezidi people.353 In a similar vein, Secretary Kerry said that the “grotesque and targeted acts of violence bear all the warning signs and hallmarks
of genocide.”354 Both statements focused on the risk of genocide without dwelling on whether ISIS
actions did or did not fall within the definition in the Convention. Together with the military strikes at
Mount Sinjar, and with the broader military and other efforts to defeat ISIS, this was consistent with the
idea that states should work to prevent genocide before it happens.
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The president had said that the United States “cannot and should not intervene every time there’s a crisis
in the world,” and had described the particular circumstances that he concluded justified US action in
this case.355 But questions quickly ensued. The State Department press spokesperson was asked whether,
having spoken about the potential for genocide in this case, the United States was also prepared to “get
directly militarily involved” elsewhere—as if military involvement automatically ensued from use of the
word “genocide.”356 Soon thereafter, she was being asked whether genocide had been committed against
other groups—most notably Christians—in Iraq or, indeed, anywhere else in the world.357
In some respects, the president’s August 7 statement might itself be viewed as tantamount to a statement
that ISIS was responsible for genocide against the Yezidis. Clearly, ISIS had committed the requisite
acts—murder among others—and all that might be in doubt was whether ISIS fighters acted with intent
to destroy the Yezidis as a group. And on this point, the president’s statement left little doubt, as he had
stated specifically that ISIS forces “have called for the systematic destruction of the Yezidi people.” In
this sense, there was little left to “prove” in order to establish that genocide had been committed.
In any event, consideration began within the State Department of whether to state that genocide had
in fact occurred. The ISIS case was in many ways atypical in that the United States was already fully
committed to defeating ISIS militarily, and by extension—it was hoped—thereby preventing further
atrocities. But supporters of a formal statement of genocide hoped that it would prompt the administration
to prioritize atrocity prevention and response alongside its counter-terrorism strategy. They also appealed
to the intrinsic importance of speaking the truth in the face of atrocities of such large scale, establishing
a historical record, avoiding a silence that would be tantamount to an act of denial, and responding to
the needs of victim groups for affirmation of their suffering. From the perspective of broader policy, the
administration had announced “nine lines of effort” in its strategy to counter ISIS, and supporters argued
that labeling ISIS as responsible for genocide would contribute strongly to the sixth line of effort, which
was exposing ISIS’s true nature, and that the tarnishing of ISIS would undercut its disturbingly successful
efforts to recruit foreign fighters, including from Western countries.358
Meanwhile, others raised questions, including about the selectivity issues on which the press spokesperson had been questioned. The press reported that a decision was being delayed by “what the government says, if anything, about [ISIS] atrocities aimed at Christians and other small minorities.”359 Many
appeared to believe that tangible benefits—e.g., military intervention to directly protect endangered
communities, provision of arms to local self-defense units, or even eventual reparations—would flow
from a statement that genocide had been committed. There was considerable public concern that the
suffering of Christian groups in Iraq would not be appropriately recognized if, for example, the atrocities committed against them were characterized “merely” as crimes against humanity. For their part, US
embassy and regional experts expressed concerns about pitting victims within Iraq against each other and
setting back efforts to improve Sunni/Shia relations. Others raised concerns about making a statement
that did not simultaneously speak to the atrocities being committed by the regime of Bashir al-Assad in
neighboring Syria.360
The State Department sought to shift the focus away from “abstract” questions about how ISIS atrocities
should be characterized, and toward the fact that the US government had and was taking tangible action
to defeat ISIS. While logical, this was plagued by perceptions of the department’s history of evasion on
these issues, as evidenced by this exchange with the department’s deputy spokesperson:
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Question: ...I think the reason you get so many questions about this is that there’s a history here
over the State Department and one of your predecessors not playing straight with the question
of whether or not a genocide had occurred and where the spokesperson at the time said that acts
of genocide had been committed, but would not say that genocide had been committed...And it
was—it has been viewed by historians as a transparent dodge, that phrasing, “acts of genocide,”
and by the end of the day, Warren Christopher acknowledged that he would use the word “genocide.” ...
Mr. Toner: ...We’re looking at it, studying it closely. We have not made that determination yet.
But again, I think it’s important to not lose sight of the basic fact or the fundamental fact—and
frankly, this happened last year in August 2014, when President Obama authorized military,
humanitarian assistance to save the Iraqi Yezidis who were trapped on Mount Sinjar. And that
support for the Yezidi people continues as we take the fight to ISIL.361
There was also strong congressional interest, much of it focused on fears that the administration would
not find that genocide had also been committed against Christians. Importantly, in December 2015,
Congress included language in the 2016 Consolidated Appropriations Act that, among other things,
required the Secretary to submit to Congress within 90 days (i.e., by March 17):
“an evaluation of the persecution of, including attacks against, Christians and people of other
religions in the Middle East by violent Islamic extremists..., including whether [the] situation
constitutes mass atrocities or genocide.”362
The new congressional reporting requirement acted, even if imperfectly,363 as an action forcing event,
as did a prominent report by the US Holocaust Memorial Museum issued in November that concluded
that ISIS was responsible for genocide against the Yezidis and brought the genocide issue to the front
burner.364
In the interim before Secretary Kerry’s statement in March, the administration continued to deflect questions, saying that lawyers were considering whether the term applied while downplaying the idea that the
decision would affect the US response.365 In February, in response to pointed questions during testimony
before the Senate Foreign Relations and House Foreign Affairs Committees, Secretary Kerry said that he
shared the concerns being expressed about persecution of Christians and had asked for “some reevaluation,” thus implying that the evaluation so far had suggested that the violence against Christians did not
constitute genocide. A 278-page study submitted jointly by the Knights of Columbus and In Defense of
Christians (the “Genocide Against Christians report”) made clear the conclusion shared by many Christian
advocacy groups and others about how the administration should decide the issue. 366 And a House resolution adopted on March 15—stating that ISIS atrocities “against Christians, Yezidis, and other religious
and ethnic minorities in Iraq and Syria constitute war crimes, crimes against humanity, and genocide,”
and that the United States (and others) “should call ISIL atrocities by their rightful names”—expressed
strongly the prevailing congressional view.367
The issue was complicated. There was widespread acknowledgment that the atrocities against the Yezidis
constituted genocide, and it was relatively easy to establish the requisite genocidal intent on the basis of
the nature of ISIS’s attacks, its systematic killing of men and enslaving of women from large population
centers, its readiness to starve the entire Yezidi population at Mount Sinjar, and its own public statements
and doctrine—including that Yezidis should be killed or forced to convert to Sunni Islam. The barbarity of
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ISIS against Christians was also clear for all to see, including for example reports of price lists for Yezidi
or Christian women and girls as spoils of war,368 and horrifying scenes of beheadings of Coptic Christians
on Libyan beaches for which ISIS publicly claimed credit in apocalyptic tones that echoed the hatreds of
the Crusades. At the same time, ISIS doctrine purported different treatment for “people of the book”—
including Christians—who were said to have the option to pay a “jizya,” which was said to be a traditional tax on non-Muslims for protection under Sharia law, in order to avoid the choice of conversion or
death that faced the Yezidis.369 There was the inevitable concern that, if the facts did not fit the definition
of the term, characterizing the atrocities as genocide could dilute the power of the word, or bind future
administrations with a precedent they would not want to follow in a future case involving different facts
and perpetrators.
Did providing the opportunity to pay the jizya belie an intent to physically or biologically destroy
Christian groups? Supporters of a determination that the atrocities constituted genocide argued no. For
example, the Genocide Against Christians report argued forcefully that the tax was not anything like the
traditional jizya, and that the Christians saw the tax as basically a ploy to keep Christians in a position
where they could be further abused and taken advantage of; that in many cases the jizya was imposed
after the local churches and its belongings had already been destroyed or desecrated, thus undermining
the idea that the jizya was genuinely for protection; that scholars had
characterized ISIS’s jizya to be more a “publicity stunt than a careful
recreation of the jizya as practiced by the early Caliphs”; and that for
In the end, Secretary Kerry concluded
nearly a decade the ISIS caliph had admitted that Christians no longer
that Christians, as well as others, had
qualify for the protection.370
been victims of genocide in areas under
In the end, Secretary Kerry concluded that Christians, as well as
the control of ISIS. He caveated that
others, had been victims of genocide in areas under the control of ISIS.
he was neither judge, prosecutor, nor
He caveated that he was neither judge, prosecutor, nor jury and that,
jury and that, ultimately, the full facts
ultimately, the full facts needed to be brought to light “through formal
needed to be brought to light “through
legal determination made by a competent court or tribunal.”371 He did
formal legal determination made by a
not specify the precise basis for the conclusion but, conceptually, any
competent court or tribunal.”
of the following is possible:
• The decision was based purely on conclusions about intent, in the sense of a conclusion that at least
some of the perpetrators harbored an intent to murder all Christians, even if the perpetrators may not
have felt enabled to do so in the immediate moment.
• The decision was based on a view that the use of murder (and other acts described in Article II of the
Genocide Convention) to make it impossible for the group to survive as such in ISIS-controlled areas
should be considered to constitute genocide, even if many of the members would not be prevented from
leaving in order to escape their own deaths.
• The decision was based on a view that the part of the larger group of Christians in Iraq that was unable
or unwilling to convert, live under the oppressive jizya, or flee represented a sufficiently significant part
of the larger group that an intent to murder the members of that part would be sufficient to establish
genocide.
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• The decision was based on the fact that, in the circumstances prevailing in northern Iraq, different
members of ISIS doubtless acted with different intents, at least some of them surely had the requisite
intent, and ISIS—having incited their actions—was responsible for their actions.
In addition to concerns about groups other than Yezidis targeted by ISIS, there were concerns that statements about ISIS atrocities might seem to relegate ongoing atrocities by others to a kind of second tier
status. In particular, the risk of being seen as giving a “pass” to atrocities in neighboring Syria might be
seen as in significant tension with the overall posture and policy of the US government toward the Assad
regime. Similarly, recalling that the report required by Congress’s December 2015 legislation was also
to cover Burma, silence about the nature of the crimes being committed there could be uncomfortably
conspicuous.
In the end, there was an unavoidable risk that some groups or situations, left uncovered, might be characterized as relegated to a “second tier.” Secretary Kerry’s determination might be seen as attempting to
deal with this in four ways:
• By being specifically limited to ISIS and explaining the special dangers that ISIS posed—and taken
together with the fact that the congressional reporting requirement did not cover Syria—the statement
helped minimize any implication that might otherwise be drawn about atrocities in other countries.
• By specifying that, in addition to genocide, ISIS was also responsible for crimes against humanity
against “Sunni Muslims, Kurds, and other minorities,” the suffering of other groups in Iraq was being
recognized, even if there was not sufficient information to conclude that they were victims of genocide.
• By noting that lack of access to information and “inability to compile a complete record” limited the
administration’s ability to draw conclusions, that the United States would continue efforts to develop
evidence, and that the relevant questions were ultimately for a court or tribunal to decide, the statement
helped clarify that the record remained open to the possibility of further allegations.
• By stating that he was speaking about genocide against groups “including Yezidis, Christians, and Shia
Muslims,” the statement sought to minimize the perception that the listing of groups was exhaustive.
The public reaction to Secretary Kerry’s statement was generally positive,372 but questions about selectivity
continued, including for example questions about whether the Kurds were the victims of genocide.373
The ISIS situation presented one additional complication following the change from the Obama to the
Trump Administrations. Incoming Secretary Tillerson responded during his confirmation hearing that
he supported the conclusion that ISIS is committing genocide against Yezidis, Christians, and others in
the areas where they operate.374 There nevertheless emerged a concern in some quarters that, in view of
the fact that the previous secretary had characterized his conclusion as being “in my judgment,” the new
administration should not rely on it as a conclusion of the US government. In March, Secretary Tillerson
stopped short of making such a statement on the anniversary of Secretary Kerry’s statement and there
were press reports of concern by advocacy groups that “lawyers” were removing references to genocide
by ISIS while awaiting a decision by Tillerson.375 The State Department’s press spokesperson denied the
reports and proceeded to also say that the secretary “firmly believes that that was genocide.376 Secretary
Tillerson delivered a formal statement to that effect at the time of the release of the department’s international religious freedom report in August 2017.377
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C. Burma (or Myanmar)
The US government’s consideration of using genocide language regarding the Burmese government’s
abuses against Burma’s Muslim Rohingya minority was reportedly ongoing when this report went to
press. There is accordingly relatively little publicly available information that sheds light on the internal
decision-making processes to this point. Nevertheless, it appears that there have been three basic phases
of US consideration: first, the US government’s response to a provision of a 2015 law requiring the State
Department to submit an evaluation to Congress of the persecution against the Rohingya, including
whether the situation constituted “genocide or mass atrocities”; second, the events leading to the secretary
of state’s statement in November 2017 that a new wave of abuses against the Rohingya constituted ethnic
cleansing; and third, the State Department’s commissioning and issuing in September 2018 of a report
documenting the ongoing abuses without offering any legal characterizations of them.
US efforts under the Obama Administration to persuade Burma’s government to undertake meaningful
reforms aimed at addressing the Rohingya’s plight met with little success, and the group remained subject
to deeply discriminatory policies, broadly held anti-Muslim sentiment, and periodic outbursts of targeted
mob violence.378 A few weeks after the historic November 2015 election in which Burma’s primary
opposition party won sweeping majorities in the country’s parliament, the US Congress passed an annual
appropriations act—the same one discussed above that applied to ISIS—containing a provision that
required the secretary of state to submit an evaluation of attacks against religious groups by ISIS and the
Rohingya people in Burma, “including whether either situation constitutes mass atrocities or genocide.”379
Unlike the 2009 reporting requirement regarding Sri Lanka discussed in the next section, the 2015 law
used legally binding language contained in legislation, as opposed to a directive in a committee explanatory statement.
Congressional staffers recall that the Rohingya part of this requirement—which received less attention
than the part that applied to ISIS—was included in the law as a way of ensuring that serious atrocity risks
and vulnerable populations in regions other than the Middle East also received attention.380 By way of
context, several groups issued reports during the period before the November 2015 election that cautioned
that the early warning signs of genocide against the Rohingya were visible,381 although fewer observers
appear to have alleged conclusively at this point that genocide had occurred as a legal matter.
The State Department’s response to the dual ISIS-Burma tasking took the form of a report that was
released alongside Secretary Kerry’s March 17, 2016, statement that ISIS was responsible for genocide. The department appears not to have interpreted the statutory language as requiring the secretary to
characterize the atrocities, at least so long as it provided and evaluated relevant information. The report
thus included a discussion of a variety of acts of violence that nonstate actors had committed against the
Rohingya, as well as a range of discriminatory government restrictions and policies that focused on the
group, but did not discuss whether the attacks against Rohingya could be characterized as either “genocide” or even “mass atrocities.”382 The avoidance of such language came during a period in which the
United States remained hopeful of improvements under the new government and, indeed, the US government eased longstanding sanctions on the country shortly thereafter in May 2016.383
Abuses against the Rohingya intensified during the next two years. After attacks by a Rohingya militant group against police and army posts in both October 2016 and August 2017, state security forces
conducted massive “clearance operations” in which they carried out egregious attacks against the
Rohingya population, killing and raping civilians, burning villages, and displacing some 700,000
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Rohingya from Rakhine State.384 These atrocities prompted a variety of statements and activity aimed
at describing and documenting the violence, including a decision by the UN Human Rights Council in
March 2017 to create an independent fact-finding mechanism.385
The wave of abuses that began in August 2017 also appear to have prompted a number of US steps to establish the details of the crimes, including consideration of using the term ethnic cleansing. After the UN high
commissioner for human rights invoked the term early in September,386 senior US officials quickly came
under congressional pressure to acknowledge the appropriateness of the term themselves.387 Secretary of
State Tillerson, shortly after completing a visit to Burma in November, issued a statement concluding that “it
is clear that the situation in northern Rakhine State constitutes ethnic cleansing against the Rohingya,” and
highlighting that he had done so after “a careful and thorough analysis of available facts.”388
In early 2018, State Department bureaus commissioned a nongovernmental organization to conduct a
“large-scale and comprehensive human rights documentation investigation mission” among Rohingya
refugees who had fled to neighboring Bangladesh. The project was similar to the studies described in
other sections of this report regarding abuses in Darfur and Sudan’s Two Areas. According to the organization that carried out the survey, the aim of the project was “to provide an accurate accounting of the
patterns of abuse and atrocity crimes perpetrated against the Rohingya in Burma’s Rakhine State and to
help inform the policy decisions of the US government related to accountability in Myanmar.”389
While the findings under the survey were still under review, the UN fact-finding mission issued a report in
late August 2018 that concluded that Burma’s security forces were responsible for abuses including “the
gravest crimes under international law,” and recommending that senior army officials be investigated and
prosecuted “so that a competent court can determine their liability for genocide….”390 A subsequent report
containing the Fact-Finding Mission’s “detailed findings,” released in September 2018, went further,
stating:
The Mission therefore concludes, on reasonable grounds, that the factors allowing the inference
of genocidal intent are present. It is now for a competent prosecutorial body and court of law to
investigate and adjudicate cases against specific individuals to determine individual guilt or innocence.391
The US ambassador to the United Nations had stated that the results of the US-commissioned survey
were “consistent with” the UN body’s report, raising expectations that the State Department, too, would
pronounce on the issue of genocide or other atrocity crimes.392 The department published on its website a
detailed report of the survey team’s findings in September that contained a variety of details and conclusions regarding the Burmese military’s abuses, but it did not offer legal characterizations of the crimes.393
On December 3, the organization that conducted the survey for the State Department released its own legal
analysis of the survey findings, and concluded that genocide had been committed against the Rohingya. The
US Holocaust Memorial Museum announced a similar conclusion the same day.394 Ten days later, the US
House of Representatives adopted a resolution stating the sense of the House that the atrocities against the
Rohingya “constitute crimes against humanity and genocide” and encouraging the Secretary of State also to
make a determination on that question.395 As of the date this report went to publication, the State Department
had noted that its earlier statement on ethnic cleansing “in no way prejudices any potential further analysis
on whether mass atrocities have taken place, including genocide or crimes against humanity,” but had not
indicated whether it had conducted or would release such analysis.396
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D. Other Cases Involving Mass Atrocities
In a number of recent mass-atrocity situations that involved abuses that targeted ethnic or other groups
protected under the Genocide Convention, the US government did not use genocide or other atrocity-crime language, and its posture did not become an issue for significant public debate or criticism.
While it is difficult to systematically research things that did not happen, it is worth reviewing a few
illustrative cases to explore why some situations have prompted consideration of US statements to legally
characterize the violence and others have not.
In at least two cases—South Sudan (during the country’s civil war from late 2013 onward) and the Central
African Republic (during the period after armed groups overthrew the government in early 2013)—potential advocates within the State Department considered but decided not to advocate for a statement that
certain atrocity crimes were occurring. The abuses that were occurring in both countries involved largescale atrocities committed along ethnic or sectarian lines, and an atrocity-crime statement could have
played some role in a broader effort to prevent further violence.
In both of these cases, US officials involved at the time recall that a number of practical concerns discouraged them at various moments from proposing to explore such a statement. In addition to uncertainties
about whether there was sufficient evidence to support a conclusion that genocide had occurred, these
officials had concerns about how time and resource-consuming the effort would be—as was evident from
the then-contemporaneous effort to reach a conclusion about ISIS’s crimes in northern Iraq. There were
other concerns, based on recollections of the Darfur experience, that the effect of such a statement on the
situation on the ground would be minimal. Another official recalled that a group of working-level officials
specifically discussed the issue with respect to the Central African Republic in 2013 and made a tactical
judgment that it was better to concentrate their efforts on other aspects of the response to the crisis than on
pursuing an atrocity-crime assessment.397
Other sources of potential pressure also did not materialize in a persistent way. In both cases, there was
little public or congressional pressure to label the atrocities genocide, and little press interest in the issue.
In South Sudan, UN officials issued warnings about the risk of genocide, but UN and NGO reports
concluded only that war crimes and crimes against humanity had occurred,398 and the Commission of
Inquiry established by the African Union specifically concluded in October 2015 that it “did not have any
reasonable grounds to believe that the crime of genocide was committed.”399
In the Central African Republic, while UN officials made statements warning about the risk of genocide,400 a United Nations Commission of Inquiry concluded in December 2014 that “genocidal intent
has not been established in relation to any of the actors in the conflict.”401 This reinforced a prevailing
sense, recalled by two US officials, that the violence was not sufficiently organized or in other ways did
not entail the intent to destroy opposing religious groups that would have been required to determine that
genocide had been committed.402
Pressure to pronounce on atrocity crimes was not totally absent in these cases, but its limits are telling.
A House subcommittee in 2014 held a hearing entitled “The Central African Republic: From ‘Pre-Genocide’ to Genocide?” at which a senior official in the State Department’s Africa Bureau was asked directly
whether genocide was occurring. He responded:
Mr. Chairman, we really haven’t considered the question of whether it is genocidal or not. The
fact is, horrible atrocities are taking place and we know that at least 2,000 people have died. I
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don’t think it matters what word we use, but the situation is horrible and we are doing everything
we can to reverse it.403
The response in some ways recalled responses in earlier cases that had been perceived as evasive. In
this case, however, while the subcommittee chairman countered that he thought that the terminology did
matter, he did not press the point, nor did others at the hearing. Criticism of the US response to the crisis
was generally specific and targeted, rather than calling into question its overall seriousness,404 perhaps
reflecting the extensive and costly efforts the US government had been undertaking to deploy additional
peacekeepers to the country.
In Sri Lanka, a 26-years civil war between Sri Lanka’s government and the Tamil Tigers—a separatist
army that sought independence for the country’s ethnic Tamil minority and that had long been included
on the State Department’s list of foreign terrorist organizations—ended in May 2009 with the Tigers’
complete military defeat. The war had long been characterized by mass-casualty suicide attacks by the
Tigers, and torture and forced disappearances on the government’s part. In the waning months of the
conflict, Sri Lankan forces cornered Tiger forces on an isolated peninsula, along with tens of thousands
of civilians who were either seeking the Tigers’ protection or were forcibly kept with the group’s forces
on pain of death as human shields. The tactics of the Sri Lankan forces have been roundly condemned,
including their systematic targeting of hospitals and firing of heavy weapons into areas that had been
designated as safe zones for civilians.405
In the aftermath, key Senate Appropriations Committee members and staff were frustrated by what they
saw as the State Department’s passive response to the brutality at the war’s conclusion.406 To press the
US government to give more attention to these abuses, the Senate Appropriations Committee directed
the State Department to submit a report “detailing incidents during the recent conflict in Sri Lanka that
may constitute violations of international humanitarian law or crimes against humanity, and, to the extent
practicable, identifying the parties responsible.”407 After undertaking an extensive effort to assemble
and review relevant information, the department submitted a final report in October 2009.408 The report
provided 49 pages of discussion of abuses that both government and Tamil Tiger forces had allegedly
committed, but it did not reach legal conclusions about how to characterize the crimes. The report
also noted some of the difficulties in reaching such conclusions,409 and one US official involved in the
process recalled that no serious consideration was given to doing so. With respect to genocide in particular, a Tamil activist group pressed for the department to conclude that the Sri Lankan government had
committed genocide, but a senior US official did not think that conclusion was supported by the available
facts.410 More generally, these deliberations occurred against a backdrop of concerns that sharp criticism
of Sri Lanka could endanger US strategic interests by encouraging the country’s drift toward China.411
In one instance—involving the abuses being committed by Sudanese government forces in connection
with a conflict that began in 2011 in Sudan’s “Two Areas” (Southern Kordofan and Blue Nile states)—the
State Department undertook an inquiry to document and provide an assessment of ongoing atrocities,
similar to the effort undertaken in 2004 for Darfur, but ultimately did not publicize the results.412
Around the time of South Sudan’s independence in mid-2011, an armed conflict began between the
Sudanese government and another set of Sudanese armed groups—opposition forces that had aligned with
southerners during the north-south war but were being “left behind” in Sudan after South Sudan’s July
2011 secession. US officials sought ways to publicize and discourage the abuses, for which the government was disproportionately responsible and that were leading to food shortages and starvation among
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targeted communities.413 US officials made a variety of statements that condemned government air strikes
on towns hosting refugees from the fighting and highlighted reports of the “targeting of individuals based
on their ethnicity, political, or religious affiliation; and, indiscriminate bombing of civilians.”414
Having sought unsuccessfully to generate enough support for the launch of a UN investigation of these
abuses in late 2011,415 the State Department quietly launched an investigation of its own, funded and overseen by the human rights bureau. This effort generally followed the template established by the department’s 2004 documentation project regarding Darfur, with an outside nonprofit organization receiving
State Department funds to conduct interviews of individuals who had been displaced as a result of the
abuses under review and could provide details about them. State Department officials involved in the
project recalled that the data and analysis that the project developed were useful in demonstrating details
and establishing patterns in the Sudanese government’s abuses, but that the findings were seen internally
as less grave in kind and scale than the Sudanese government’s atrocities in Darfur.
The department decided not to make public use of the project’s findings or to pursue a statement
concluding that named atrocity crimes had occurred. This decision was informed by several considerations, including concerns that the Sudanese government would retaliate against a public report or
statement, either by impeding sensitive US humanitarian assistance aimed at preventing starvation or by
singling out refugees or communities that had participated in the US study for violent reprisals. The fact
that the US government had previously named the Sudanese government as responsible for genocide
in Darfur may have in one sense made it easier to contemplate making similar allegations in a different
context, but in another sense was seen to make it less likely that the narrower conclusions about abuses in
the Two Areas would have had a significant additional shaming effect.
Still interested in making use of the project’s findings to emphasize the gravity of the Sudanese abuses
and spur a greater sense of urgency behind regional efforts to broker an end to the conflict, US officials
ultimately decided to share the project’s findings privately with key international partners. This included
providing briefings to UN human rights bodies and officials based in Geneva, and to the top African
Union officials facilitating the complex Sudanese peace negotiations.416 We could not establish through
our interviews or the public record whether these presentations included legal characterizations of the
Sudanese government’s alleged abuses in the Two Areas.
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